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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, APRIL 30, 1966

Memphian Charges Cop Caged Him With Dog
Dr. Wright. To Youth Is Beaten And
Leave Fisk U. Bitten In Collierville
On June 30

Plane Victim's Mother
Declares No Place Safe
A 17-year-old Memphis youth, Mrs. Walker said that she had
whose thirst for adventure led heard nothing about the plane
until an Army major
him to enlist in the U. S. Army crash
came to their home at about
shortly after his birthday in De- 9:3O Saturday morning and said
cember, died with 81 other he had some news, but would
young soldiers en route to Fort prefer that she and her husband
Benning, Ga., for paratrooper sit down before he explained it.
training when the plane carry- Mrs. Walker said her son had
ing him and his buddies crashed called her from Fort Ord,
Calif., on Thursday night and
in Oklahoma.
The victim was Pvt. Elijah told her that he had his gear
Walker, Jr., son of Mr. and packed and was flying the next
Mrs. Elijah Walker, Sr., of dcy to Fort Benning.
She scie. he told her that he
1080 Lane st.
"If he had been in Viet Nam, was due a five-day leave, and
I would have been prepared for that as soon as he arrived in
such a shock," his mother told Georgia he planned to come
the Tri-State Defender on Mon- home.
day, "but for him to get killed "He wanted to be a parain the United States was some- trooper," she said, "and that's
thing that took me by sur- the main reason he went into
service. Had he remained in
prise."
school, he would have been
graduating from Manassas this
spring."
Mrs. Walker said the body
would arrive at the Hayes and
Langston Funeral home here on
Monday night ot Tuesday, and
that funeral plans would be
completed at that time.
Private Walker attended
Klondike before going on to Manassas. His father is employed
in the custodial department of
Lester High school, and his
mother is a pastry cook in the
cafeteria of Springdale Elementary school.
The young soldier is survived
by one sister, Patricia Lynn
Walker. 14, and two brothers,
Ray Walker, 11, and Anthony
Walker, nine.
PVT. ELIJAH WALKER

A 21-yearold Memphian, who beating Inc with their nightwas beaten until he was "dizzy" sticks.
"After they had beaten me
NASHVILLE — Dr. Stephen' last Saturday night at Collier- until I was dizzy, they tossed
J. Wright, president of Fisk uni- ville, Tenn., and then dumped me in the back of the car with
versity, has announced his resig- in the cage of a dog squad car the dog, who jumped on me and
with a dog and bitten several started biting me.
nation, effective June 30.
times, filed a complaint with "The fellow named Turner
' Dr. Wright explained to the the Justice Department about was allowed to go away, but I
faculty and student leaders that the treatment he received when was beaten and then charged
his resignation is being announc- he went with his lawyer to the with resisting arrest and fightlocal office on Monday.
ing, and was charged $35 before
ed at this time in order to give
Federson Pearson, Jr., who I was released," he said.
much
as
Trustees
the Board of
now lives in Memphis at 560
After his release, Mr. Pear.
time as possible to select his Lipford, said he was walking son said he would not go back
down a street in Collierville on for a trial, because those persuccessor.
He also stated that announce- Saturday night, when a man he sons who have tried to get their
had been knowing for the past rights in the courts there have
ment concerning his new job five years, named Robert Tur- ended up paying a larger fine
will be made by the organization ner, walked up behind him and than is required for them to get
with whom he will be employed. struck him.
out and go about their business.
A number of changes have
Mr. Pearson says he believes Mr. Pearson, who works for
been made at Fisk university it was a case of mistaken iden- the Coca-Cola company in
since Dr. Wright came in 1957. tity, since he had never given Memphis, was not able to go to
They have included a college-'Turner any cause to fight him, work this week on account of
wide honors program, admission but in order to protect himself, head and back injuries. He said
to full membership of the uni- he turned around and struck his that after he complained about
his assailant not being arrested,
versity into full membership in assailant.
the Southern Association of Col- "Just then," lie said, "the the officers claimed they did
leges and Secondary Schools; Negro policeman, named not know where the man lived.
Mr. Pearson lived in Collierapproval of the chemistry de- Charles Lee Taylor, and a white
partment by the American Che• officer, whom I do not know by ville until he moved to Memphis
mical Society; admission to name, came up and started about four years ago.
membership in the College Entrance Examination Board; initiation of a visiting scholars
program, a special lecture
series and a program of research for faculty members; establishment of a computer center, a placement office and a
30-station language laboratory,
march. Later he talked with young people and the establishment of Au
MINISTER AND HECKLER — Rev. James
thor in Residence.
anxious to learn his views _on .the U.S.
M. Lawson, pastor of Centenary Methodist
During the past nine years,
that
in
Asian
Sotitheastern
the
sition
of
one
by
country.
hecitled
being
Mirth, Is 'shown
the university's annual budget.
He visited the country with a group of
persons protesting a march calling for withhas increased from $1,288,000 as
clergymen more than a year ago.
drawal of troops from south Viet Nam. Rev.
of July 1, 1957, to the present
Lawson says he noted "blind hatred" to the
budget of about $21
2 million.
/
Faculty salaries have i ncreased, and for the 1988-87
academic year, the minimum
and maximum salaries will be:
The mother of a 19-year-old tically low. With full knowledge
professors, $10,000 with open;
Marine killed in South Viet of the danger involved, and with
end; associate professors, $3,000
Nam last August was presented complete disregard for his own
to $12,000; assistant professors,
the Bronze Star medal for him personal safety, Private First
$7,500 to $10,000; and instructdrs,
in a service on Monday at the Class Smith volunteered to re$6,000 to $8,000.
Naval Air Station at Millington. turn to the rear for assistance
'
Additions and improveicienta 411kt
The nation's eighth highest and ammunition.
executrench,
he
the
Smith,
from
"Leaping
A.
to the school plant during Dr.
medal was presented to Mrs.!
Charges that Memphis hos- Mn. Maxine
Wright's administration have
Ophelia A. Smith of 785 Polk st. courageously dashed across the pitals discourage Negro patron- tive secretary of the Memphis
exceeded four million dollars.
for her son, Pfc. Walter L. open rice paddy through heavy age were reinforced last week branch of the NAACP, said,
Smith who was mortally wound- enemy fire, but before he could when a white ambulance driver "This incident indicates to us
ed on August 18, 1965, by small reach the friendly area, was on an emergency call to the the collusion between the hospiarms fire as he attempted to mortally wounded. Private local Civil Rights office declined tals and hospital-connected servresupply his machine gun team First Class Smith's courageous to take a Negro heart attack ices to keep the hospital dewith ammunition while under actions and inspiring devotion victim to Baptist hospital and segregation at an absolute mini, scores of friends attended an
to duty reflected great credit claimed he had "strict orders" mum.
attack by Viet Cong forces.
open house session at the home
Presenting the medal to Mrs. upon himself and the Marine not to take Negroes to the "If this type of treatment is
of Mr. and Mrs. Luceous RobSmith was Col. J. R. Bohnet, Corps and were in keeping with "white hospitals."
accorded to a member of the
inson of 776 Boston st. followMarine Aviation Detachment the highest traditions of the Robert Doctor, a member of U. S. Commission on Civil
ing the remodeling.
commanding officer, during the United States Naval Service. the Civil Rights staff suffered Rights, it makes us wonder
He gallant:v gave his life in the
NEW U. S. MARSHAL — Willie The Robinsons received many
services.
ordian
to
happen
would
what
Wednesday,
on
attack
heart
a
a former Sher- beautiful gifts.
The citation for Pfc. Smith's cause of freedom."
April 20, and after a Jack Ruby nary citizen who did not have Dean Durham,
iff's Deputy, was sworn in at Out-of-town guests present
heroic conduct read: "For he- In a letter from the Comthe
of
Federal
the
hacking
direct
and
summoned
was
ambulance
the second U. S. deputy marshal were Mrs. Luticia Brown of
roic conduct in action against mandant of the Marine Corps,
directed to carry the victim to Government under similar cir- in the
Western District of Ten- Chicago, an aunt of the Robin.: BEATEN AND BITTEN — Federson Pearson, Jr.. 11,
the enemy during OPERATION General Wallace M. Greene Jr.
Baptist, the driver refused to cumstances," she added.
nessee during a service held sons, and Mrs. Ella Tidwell of displays cuts on his head and dog bites on his back, whieh
START TIE while serving as a said:
here in Federal Court on Mon- Vaiden, Miss., a sister of Mrs.
machine gun ammunition car., "I know you will cherish this do so.
he suffered during an incident in Coilieryllie last Saturday
a time lapse of some
day. He lives at 4999 Hilibrook Robinson.
Tier with Comnanv I, Third Bat- award in the memory of your After
was
Doctor
Mr.
night. ('uts on his head were inflicted when police attacked
minutes,
30
st., and is a native of Mound
talion. Third Marines in the Re- dear son. The Marine Corps
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson exhos
Baptist
to
admitted
finally
him during a fight with one of the local citizens. Bites were
heroic
his
in
pride
August
your
18
shares
on
Vietnam
Bayon, Miss. Mr. Durham is a pressed their appreciation to all
public of
pital, but an official of Jack
member of the faculty of Mit- I who helped in making the open inflicted by police dog after he was tossed in cage in dog
1965 Private First Class conduct."
squad car.
Smith's machine gun team was Pfc. Smith was a graduate of Ruby firm told the victim's
chell Road High school.
lhouse a success.
assigned as security for the Booker T. Washington High colleagues that he Would not
Battalion secondary command School, and he joined the Ma- receive any more calls from
group. The team, deployed in a rine Corps in June, 1964. Fol- Baptist if he carried Negro
trench line, was suddenly lowing recruit and infantry patients there.
as
pinned down by heavy enemy training at Parris Island, South The incident occurred
automatic weapons fire by the Carolina he was assigned to 3rd hospitals in the Memphis area
argument over a
insurgent communist (Viet Battalion, 3rd Marine Division were laying claims to being in A three-day
Marines, 3rd Marine Division in compliance with the guidelines woman was climaxed last ThursCong) forces.
of the Civil Rights law, which day night. when her former boy
"While engaged in the ensu- in Okinawa.
the
in
buried
was
gun
Smith
Pfc.
machine
would make them eligible for friend was shot to death and she
ing fire fight, the
fled from Memphis to Chicago
team leader was killed and the National Cemetery in Memphis federal funds and grants.
1965.
29,
August
with his killer.
on
criwas
supply of ammunition
Police said L. V. Baker, 20, of
2169 Chelsea was shot to death
in front of 1375 Hyde Park
around 7:35 Thursday night by
Arlander Edinburg, 28, of 1534
Tayner at.
Bullets from a .38 caliber
pistol struck the victim in the
chest and in the left leg, and hie
was apparently dead when he
was carried by an ambulance to
John Gaston hospital, where he
was pronounced dead on arrival.
Insp. N. E. Zachary, head of
the Homicide Division, said the
two had been feuding for three
days about Miss Carolyn Lindsay 25, of 791 N. Claybrook, a
forrier girl friend of the victim.
Ffillowing the shooting, Edinflag and Miss Lindsay went to
Chicago, where police arrested
both of them on Saturday night
in the home of a relative of
Miss Lindsay.
After the two were questioned,
Miss Lindsay was released and
is presumably living in ChiHELPING IN SCOUT FUND DRIVE — Members
Thurmond Brownlee and Mr. Fant who has helped solicit
cap.
J.
of Prospect Park Baptist church are seen here with
Bohnet,
R.
500
Col.
of
offeer
()obelia
commanding
funds for the new scout office to be erected. Some $8.8010 in
Edinburg has been returned
RECEIVING SON'S MEDAL— Mrs.
cadtporee
Wendell
Scout
Fant
leader
Marine
Aviation
making
plans
the
a
for
Medal
presented
Detachment,
cash
and pledges have been raised in the ( pitAi Fund
Star
to Memphis and charged with
A. Smith receives the Bronze
on May 8, 7, at Camp Currier. and from left are Sigmund
to the victim's mother.
medal
the
Smith.
Drive
headed by Whittier A. Sengstacke, general manager
L.
been
has
Lindsay
Walter
Miss
murder.
Pfc.
awarded to her son,
Self. !Marion Williams, Donald Lanier, Jackie Webster,
of the TriStovg. Defender.
released.
killed in action in Viet Nam last August

Dead Marine's Mother
Gets His Bronze Star

Hospital Blamed In
Arnbulance Incident

Couple Holds Open
House On Boston

Argument
Ends With
Slaying

V

•

•
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dispute. Agents from the Internal Revenue Service disrupted
a concert in Dallas and seized
$8,000 in box office receipts.
Four thousand blues fans were
turned away when the concert
was called off, and a riot ensued
BOSTON — Blind jazz singer' the dope habit for several years. after they learned they would
and pianist Ray Charles was in His health had been failing for not get their money back.
apparently
a Boston hospital Wednesday',some time, and that
owned
per- The back-taxes were
missed
of
number
led
to
a
examination
to
undergoing an
by someone else connected with
he
instance
determine whether he has over. formances. In one
the show, but Charles, 1 o r
was sued by the owners of tv
come an addiction ot drugs.
a time was sitting on hot coals
confulfill
a
to
failing
The examination, at McLean club for
The combination of musical
engagement.
Hospniu, was ordered by U.S. tracted
and heartbreak has led
genius
District Judge George C. Sween- Charles' bout with narcotics some critics to label the blind
ey in connection with a narco- has been one of two situation( performer "a shcw business
WI
tics charge against the enter- that may have contributed to
interpretation
of enigma."
rending
heart
:
tainer.
Charles was born blind.
Blue?"
singer the song, "Am I
raspy-throated
The
Commenting on his dope adhe
years
wasl
two
pleated guilty Nov. 22 to a Twice within
Daddy-o-Daylie once
diction,
charge of possession of heroint hit with paternity suits.
said of the entertainer, "I don't
and marijuana. He had been ar- In 1964 Charles admitted in condone the use of narcotics,
rested in October, 1964 after court that he had fathered the but I can lice Ray's point of
his plane landed at Logan Air- child of a Miss Sandra Jean view, I hope be takes the cure
port. Customs agents found the lietts. He was still paying $400
SO does everyone else."
drugs, a hypodermic needle and s month in alimony for that
a medicine dropper in his pos. child when he was slapped with
session.
a second paternity suit.
Following his arraignment last This time the legal action
year, Judge Sweeney continued came from 38-year-old Mary
disposition of the case for one Saunders, a night club singer,
year. He ordered Charles to ap- and firmer member of Charles'
pear for the medical examina- back-up singing group, the Ray- TOKYO — (UPD — Tokyo,
tion in Boston at the end of one ettes.
the world's biggest city, was
the finest car selection, new or used, drop in and see Tommy Grant today.
MS Custom Tailors purchased a 1966 Impala Station Wagon from Tommy
year.
according
up by a nitionwide strike
examination,
tied
The
t Mon Chevrolet 2200 Lamar. You can be assured of sound quality and top
Grant at Union Chevrolet. They are another satisfied customer, who have disCharles, a resident of Los An- to Chief Probation Officer Dan- of railway workers backing devalue.
covered where to get a good deal. We sell the world's finest automobiles. For
geles, has been plagued with iel J. Griffin, will take from mands for bigger bonuses. The
ilkookAff
"omilmisellet
two to three days, after which work stoppages, ranging from
contmon
sense,
their
good
manners,
their
their
pride
and
•
1
(Merles will return to court.
4 to 24 hours, halted long-distheir dignity.
Also in 1964 Charles went 8ev-1 tance trains, commuter serviWhen one recalls bearded, angry Allen Moore of Brookeral rounds in an income tax,ces and subways.
lyn's Bedford-Stuyvesant Youth-in-Action organization, jumping on the stage yelling about "we're going to take over," one
STARTS SAT, April 30
could ask, "What is he and his cohorts going to take over?"
ONE BIG WEEK!
Are they going to take over Harlem in New York; Bedfordhfal
Stuyvesant in Brooklyn; the Westside of Chicago; Watts in
Los Angeles, and the slums of Philadelphia, Detroit, Rochester and Washington?
I am sure that many of the unforunate poor stuck in the
rat holes of these areas would like nothing better than to
give it to Moore and his crowd. Their aims are to change it
here in Washington wh o tearfully screamed: 'How can
or get out of it.
One has to pity Barbara Taylor, a neighborhood worker
We Are Pleased To Announce That
WASHINGTON BUREAU NATIONAL NEWS SERVICE
here in Washington who tearfully screamed: "How can Shriver talk about rats and roaches? — He's never lived with
John Paul Bonner
them'"
Has Become Associated With Us
That is a tantamount to saying that everybody has to be
WASHINGTON — If the people who booed and heckled
As A Registered Representative
bitten
by a dog in order to learn that a dog has teeth.
anti-poverty director R. Sargent Shriver from the stage of a
BRITTENUM
These are just a sample of the wild, irrational, illogical
"Poor" peoples' convention last week are the true representaafter
leadership"
condemnations
"poor
blurted
out
by
the
ASSOCIATES
INCORPORATED
tives of the poor, then the "poor" can forget about upgrading
microphones
just
they
chased
Shriver
took
over
the
out
and
Investment Securities-Mutual Funds
themselves.
before the convention ended in a shambles.
Through their conduct, the only point made obviously clear
Insurance
I refuse to believe that the millions of poor people in this
220 S. Wellington St.
was that the "poor's" leadership needs a great deal more upPh. 525-8751
country are as ignorant as this leadership represented, or
grading than the poor, themselves.
Memphis, Tenn. 38126
that these people truly represent the masses of legitimate
What was even more sickening was that right after Shrilocal
unorganized
in
their
own
poor
who
are
still
so
dismally
ver left the convention, sponsored by the Citizens Crusade
communities.
Against Poverty, there were a great number of sympatheIn some way and somehow, the poor must find the methods
excuse
and
"talk
attempting
to
liberals
and
white
tic Negro
of legitimate organization and must find the kind of leaderaway" the boorish and uncouth conduct, claiming It was
ship which can make intelligible demands upon the power
born out of "poor" peoples' frustration.
structure here in Washington — and back home, too.
That is a lie. It is true that the poor people certainly are
PLUS — Sophia Loren,"OPERATION CROSSBOW"
They must be able to let Mr. Johnson know that they know
had
iobs,
that
they
ha‘e
no
frustrated, considering the fact
the Great Society and Viet Nam —
he
is
over
a
barrel
housing and horrible schools. and even though he did not choose this situation, with its
Pt is true that the poverty program has certainly fallen
alternatives, neither did they.
short of its stated goals — even the beginning ones — beThe simple truth which every poor person knows is that It
cause of big city political intrigue; because too much money
Is
sheer folly to be talking about feeding the starving masses
beis paid out at the top and not enough at the bottom, and
In India and Asia when people are starving in the hills of
cause the Federal government does not really believe that
Kentucky and the ghettos of Chicago, New York and Los
charity BEGINS at home and consistently fails to fund the
Angeles.
poverty program with the billions of dollars needed to do the
And the poor people have to let the President know that
job
they know that Shriver, too, is over a barrel — also not by
It is true that poor people must feel some sense of gloom
his own choosing.
when they hear the President talking about cutting the funds
Essentially, wha tis wrong is tha tthe Congress gave the nawhich provide free milk for many of the nation's school
children.
tion the Anti-Poverty Bill, but simply did not provide money
to make it work.
But with all of this, the poor — both black and white —
Consequently, Shriver nes to run around the country trying
have not allowed their historic burden to cause them to loose
to make everybody feel that something great is happening
while he struggles to spread his poverty pennies here and
downtown asel melee ave.
there, creating an illusion that things are getting better.
The poor must let the President know they know this is an
election year and that although he may feel that if this illusion can be maintained, a lot of Democrats will be returned
fashion specie/Ws in sires
to Congress, a great deal more liberal Republicans and
Democrats would come back if the Congress would stop
18 to 60 and 161/
2 to 32/
1
2
pussyfooting around with the anti-poverty money.
The "poor" know all these things and so does that so-called
rabble-rousing "poor leadership" that turned up here in
Washington last week.
If one thinks that their performance last week hurt the
"poor-.
Thy are wrong. They hurt themselves. To prove it,
Mom loves
the "poor' will be here, in great numbers, for the White
House Conference on civil rights June 1, but I doubt seriously
easy-eare Arne"
if much of the "leadership- will. The absence of them and

Ray Charles In Hospital
For Narcotics Examinations

Tokyo Tied Up
By Rail Strike
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Awards To Be Georgia PTA To Give
Given At Meet Tea On Oriental Theme
In Nashville

10K Liberty Bowl

_

! MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI)
The NCAA has approved Dec
10 for this year's Liberty Bowl
'Bud Dudley, bowl president.
•
.
-Oriental Gardens" is the Grade Chairmen for the Tea'said
he plans to start the game
theme of the Georgia Avenue are: First Grade, Mrs. Juanita at 12:15 p.m. (CST) because of
The annual meeting of the PTA Tea which will be Sunday, Wherry; Second Grade, Mrs.
Tennessee Congress of Colored May I, 1968 from four to six Gloria M Ward; Third Grade, television commitments. Last
Parents and Teachers is being p.m. in the school cafetorium. Miss Lucille Strickland: Fourth' year the game started at 3:30
held April 28-30 at the Rose
Mrs. Ritta Smith, is chairman Grade. de. mHrs
was finished under
P.e
aus;; Ith
am
AlieeilliH
elenW
Park Junior High school in of the tea with Miss Emma L. Fifth Grade,
lights.
,ashville. and certificates of Bell as co-chairman.
Sixth Grade, Mrs. Lynn B. Danrecognition are to be given each Other chairmen are Mrs. Shir- dridge and Special Education,
tant principal and Mrs. Calver
delegate.
ley Vann, program; Mrs. Joyce Mrs. Mary D. Talford.
Ishmael president of the
ta
The certificates will be pre- Weddigton and Mrs. Vashti
Mrs. Othello. S. Shannon Is
sented during a workshop to Harvey, co-chairmen of decoAvenue PTA.
.1Georgia
a55i5
principal, Phillip Dean,
be held on Thursday.
rations; and Mrs. Alma B. Carr,
Guest speakers on Friday will and Mrs. Opal Jackson, regis•
be Mrs. Arthur L. Davis, presi- trations.
dent of the Tennessee Congress Mrs. Jeraldine Taylor is
of Colored Parents and Teach- chairman of the Refreshment
ers, and Mrs. Jewitt Hitch, Committee which includes Mrs.
president of the National Con- Curie Davis, Mrs. Daisy Mays, I
gress of Colored Parents and Mrs. Gloria Ward, Mrs. Emma I
Kindly send me tha Tri-Stato
1
Teachers.
mous, Mrs. Thelma Pickett,
Defender to address bolow
A delegate from each school Mrs. Ernestine Rice, Mrs. Sarah
Lewis, Miss Johnnie Knox, Mrs
is expected at the meeting.
$3.50
Mrs. M. S. Draper is state Wyrnnie Foster and Mrs. El- I Ono year $6.00 Six months
Callian.
len
president.
left, Scouts Harold Src?rman, Clifton Carter and Sam
Chairmen of the hostesses
Franklin, Jr., Mrs. Virgie Edmond, Walter Hooker, Jr.,
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
and hosts committee are Mrs.
Mrs. Minnie Booker, Mrs. Evelyn Hunter, Mrs. Betty Jean
Johnnie Redd, Lafayette Brown
I TO
Early, Mrs. Ernestine Paris and John H. Green. (Withers
and Commodore Primous. Miss
Photo)
Peggy Cox and Mrs. Marilees I
Scott are co-chairmen of the
1
Souvenir booklet. Mrs. Mary R. I
Zane No.
Cole is finance chairman and I Street Addreu
the Publicity co-chairmen are 1
Stat•
City....D.
Mrs. Ethel Bell ad Miss Erma I
—
(UPI)
—
WASHINGTON
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson, Sec- Lee Laws.
retary of State Dean Rusk and
congressional notables flew to
Mexico to join President John"Never Too Late," a comedy tation of the Tennessee State son in the dedication of a stain three acts by Sumner Arthur Players Guild may be made by tue of Abraham Lincoln.
.. The Home of . .
Long, will be presented in Mem- calling 242-4311, or contacting
Mrs. Johnson and the party
phis, Monday, May 9, at the local members of the Omega
from Washington left Andrews
Melrose High School Audito- fraternity.
Air Force base and flew to San
rium.
"Never Too Late" is one of Antonio where the president
Sponsors of the Tennessee the best and most hilarious co- boarded the jetliner.
State Players Guild who will medies of today. It had a long
der
present the comedy is t h e run on Broadway and recently Senate Democratic lea
:enand
Mont.,
Mansfield,
Mike
e
h
t
of
Chapter
Epsilon Phi
was made into a motion picEverett
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., ture. It is being presented here ate Republican leader
heading
a national predominantly Negro as a special benefit for "Sing M. Dirksen, Ill., were
the congressional delegation.
collegiate organization.
Out South."
The dedication ceremoni e s
The Tennessee State Players
The manner in which the are Friday.
of
direction
the
Guild is under
A. & I. players present the
veteran educator and p 1 a yFor Mrs. Johnson, the Mexplay received high praise from
Poag.
E.
Thomas
Dr.
journey evokes memories
ican
%Tight,
the dramatic critic of the NashJohnsons' honeymoon in
the
of
Whittier
A young Memphian,
ville Banner in February.' HoSengstacke, Jr., son of the pub- well Picarre said, "Dr. Thomas November, 1934. They spent a
portion of it in Mexico city.
CHOICE PRIE•OWNED
lisher of the Tri-State Defender, E. Poag has staged the play
For the State Department prohas a feature role in the cast. with an emphasis on timing
AND MANY OTHER MAKES
Young Sengstacke is majoring and pace. He keeps things mov- tocol people, the President'.; deing fust fast enough to let you cision was a cause for a flurin speech and drama at A.
I '66 PONTIAC
'63 CADILLAC
'65 CADILLAC
I. (Tennessee) State University. enjoy each moment of inherent ry of changes in plans for the
Soonevitl.. Black with nylon tires.
Fleetwood. Turquoise with match. Fleetwood 2 to choose from. Full
White leather interior. Pero
"Our
dedication.
leg interior. Full power and fachumor."
He has appeared in
power and factory
steering, power brakes, power beef,
air,
tory
Town," and "Wonderful Town,"
and power windows. Like sew.
6.020 •ctual miles.
63 CADILLAC
'
'65 CADILLAC
in high school. He was a memSedan Derille. Samoan breeze with Sedan D•Rille. 2 to choose from.
ber of the Metropolitan Play'66
VOLKSWAGEN
matchieg interior. Full power and
Fell power bhill faCtOry
400 actual miles. Like now.
factory air.
ers of Roosevelt University. He
appeared in "Taste of Honey,"
'65 CADILLAC
'63 CADILLAC
'65 CONTINENTAL
Seri•n. 2 to choose from; Futi , Sodas, 2 to choose front. Fell
"The Connection," and "BeWhite. Turquoise loather latertoe.
air.
factory
sod
power
err.
facture
awl
IT'S
EASY
WITH
a
parer
SLENDER-X'
is
Full paws: and factory alt. Egstra
by
He
Thieves".
P.D.A.
Two
tween
Pica.
Th,s
amazing
slenderizing
Phi,'
formula,
available with no pr
candidate for Theta Alpha
scrietion, can help you become the slim and trim person
'64 CADILLAC
'63 PONTIAC
'60 CADILLAC
you want to be! Simply take a small Slender-X tablet
a national theater fraternity.
Sadotri DaVills, a to choose from.
before each melt'.Slender-X goes to work immediately to
Catalina 4-door seclut. Roil with'
the
of
Basileus
2 to choose from, Sell power rred
Daniel Ward,
Fail pourer end factory air.
white top. Full power and factory
put an end to your excessive food craving. As Slender-X
factor). air.
air. fere nice.
helps you stop your extra food intake, it starts you on this
local chapter, and assistant
64 CADILLAC
way to a more attractive you . .. And, It does it without
Sedan. Lime Green, 1.trindonr, '51 CADILLAC
principal of Hyde Park School.
giving you that "keyed up," nervous feeling you set ella
'62 FORD
steering and power brakes.
Power
r
o
f
other
tablets.
states that reservations
Factory air.
Yellow. Full power and factory air. Felder,* "100" Tdoor sedan Radio
and healer, Y•11, standard trans.
tickets to the Memphis presenmission.

New Subscription Order!

BOY SCOUT BREAKFAST — Boy Scouts and den mothers
combined their culinary talents last week to prepare and
serve the breakfast to persons attending a kick-off breakfast for the campaign kw! drive for the South District of
the Chickasaw Council of the Boy Scouts of America. Persons seen here in the kitchen of Club Paradise are, from

LBJ, Lady Bird
In Mexico For
Lincoln Rites

Tenn. State Players To

Perform Here On May 9

NEW EASTERN LOCATION

ANNOUNCING ...
The Opening of Our Second Used Car Showplace at
2577 Poplar—Phone 327-8451
FEATURING

rezdzac
611.

REUNION PLANNERS — Mrs. Catherine Branch Simmons
(seated), general chairman, and Mrs. Erie Mae H. Rose,
co-chairman, go over plans for the reunion of LeMoyne
College's alumni, scheduled for May 27, 28, 21.

Three-Day Affair Is
Planned For Alumni

The annual reunion of Le-: a "state of the college" adNloyne's alumni will be a three-dress by President Hollis F.
day affair and will get under- Price.
way Friday evening, May n
Alumni of the college win athonoring the college's faculty. -tend services Sunday mon111111.

YOU CAN START LOSING
WEIGHT THIS WEEK!

Vivian Ridley
To Sing At
ane Chapel

Mrs. Catherine Branch Sim- May 29, at Second Congregamons, the general chairman. tional Church.
said the reunion will be for all
On May 1. 1966 —at 8 P.M.
graduates and former students '
Stewardess Board of the Lane
le,
Unexplainab
of LeMoyne. Graduates of the
("impel C.M.E. Church Humbolt,
Tenn. is presenting in its sanccollege's '6' classes will be hontuary Mrs. Vivian Ridley in
ored during the reunion cele- U.S.
recital.
said.
bration she
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The Mrs. Ridley, a native of Georis
Rose
H.
Mae
Erie
Mrs.
mystery surrounding the death gia is a graduate of Fisk Uniserving as Mrs. Simmons' co- of American Newcomb Mott on versity in Nashville, Tenn., with
a vocal Music Major. She is a
chairman. Both are city school
a Soviet prison train may never past member of the famous
teachers.
be cleared up, U. S. officials Fisk Jubilee Singers, and the
The reception honoring facul- here admitted.
Fisk Choir, serving as a soty of the college will feature a
prano soloist.
panel composed of some of Le- "It looks like the end of the At present she resides in
Moyne's department heads. The road now," a U.S. embassy Humbolt, Tenn. with her family
college choir is also expected to spokesman said. "W e can't and is a teacher in the Webb
sing at this event,
force them to devulge more in. High School, McKenzie, Tenn.
The calendar on Saturday, formation."
She will be rendering songs
from famous composers such
May 28, will include registration, a coffee hour, annual busi- The bitter comment followed as: Mozart, Wolf. Duparc, Schuness meeting of the General the delivery of a formal U.S. bert, Puccini. The recital will
note to the Soviet be climaxed with a group of
Alumni Association. election tf protest
national officers and the presi- Foreign Ministry. It accused the spirituals.
Mrs. Jennie Brodnax Vance,
dent's luncheon during the day Russians of witholding i m and a social function that even- portant facts and evidence of a noted pianist, author and civic,
ing. A plaque will be presented Mott's alleged suicide Jan 20 leader will accompany Mrs.
to the alumnus of the year at aboard a Soviet prison train 'Ridley.
Rev. L. T. Purham is pastor.,
the luncheon which will feature ' headed for Siberia.

Aids Admit

11111111kie rug"- I, SURD OF SELECTED "MISSIES. 6 TENTS OM 86 8

'64 CADILLAC

IT REALLY WORKS!

Coup* Define. Light green Green
le a ther interior. Fully siou,ppul
with factory •ir.

How many pounds do you want to lose . . 10, 30, ovIg
45 pounds
. or more? You can do it. with Slender-X
just like people are discovering all over the country. Yost
have nothing to lose except those unsightly pounds. And,
if you aren't completely satisfied, you'll get your money
back. So get on the road to a better-looking you this wield
GET IT TODAY AT YOUR DRUG COUNTER

to choose from. Full power anal
factory •,r.

'63 CORVETTE
4 speed. A real dream.

MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM

If You Are Going To Buy A Cadillac, You Are
Better Off To Shop At Southern Motors, Inc.
People Who Trade Here, Leave Choice
Pre-Owned Buys!

SLENDER—rp.tY.A.
Or Just Mail This Coupon
To:

flee
$4.141
I u ant to start
toriylit
Box el
Sex of
tly, U eel,
Mail ,,•, a full
tablets
tablets
21-Day Supply of Sleuder-X
sires yes gives yes
Ion just $2.b8 . . . or • 42a 21•Day
142-Dog
Dow Supply Pr jolt 54.98
Sopply.
S9PPIY.
Check here: Mail MO a (21) 0 or (42) 0 day supply.
NAME.....-ADDRESS
CITY
0 Chem 0 C.O.D. 0 Pomo'Ilookood

SOUTHERN MOTORS
Memphis' ONLY Authorized
DEALER FOR 47 YEARS
fLOYD McKEEHAN, Mgr.

ORIOLE DRUGS

2577 POPLAR
341 UNION

1014 Mississippi At Walker
Memphis, Tennessee 38126

ruber

Salesman, BUD CHILDS
OPEN EVENINGS
'TIL

3-ROOM OUTFIT 7" 5995

APPLIANCE 81
CO.
FURNITURE
BR

Call

6-2751

3274451
52748P

Si

5 PIECE
LIVING ROOM
SUITE

1348 Poplar Ave.

20 Years Serving You — We Want Your Business
NO MONEY DOWN - lit PAYMENT IN JUNE

PlOOF.8EACsill DIST WAS CO6IMI5Y,11." O.

3 PIECE BEDROOM SUITE

NORGE
13 Cu. ft.

The only name
the Smooth Canadian
answers to is V.O. what

REFRIGERATOR

MATTRESSES
Matching
Springs

Fre••••• Chest Hold. 97 Lb.. Full Width Chrll
Trey Full Width Porcelain Crisper Serolod-in
R•frigoretion System
Hold• 36 Lbs.
5-Y.. Warrens, on Golden Heart
Crunpressm
ONLY ...

That's because Seagram's V.O.does once
no other whisky can—it defines smooth
and for all. Light? Ofcourse.
Known by the company it keeps
Seagram's
Canadian

"
$28

5°
$18888 $2
Per Week

i.e. to ii i.e ITU Unite

BUY NOW and SAVE!

NO MONEY DOWN
Mod•I
REF-1312

First Payment
In June
•

..

OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!

0

Ni

Automatic Washer

Automatically Washes — Rinses and Spin Dries
•Water Temperature Sel•ctor
•Porcelain Wash Tub
• E xclusive Wave-Action
Agitator
•3 Fresh Weser Rinses
•Super Spin Dry
•5•Y•er Iran ye is us"
Warranty
ONLY

'17888

liecod•l

in

58 CADILLAC
'

*
,

AWli 1002

...

$2

Norge
AIR CONDITIONER

NO MONEY DOWN
1st Payment
In June

25

Per Week

NORGE
WRINGER
WASHER
Si

lS

WEEKLY
t,Orril wwc 500

• Tripaavan• agitator
• Op. 9 lb capacity
• Highspeed pump
• Vanabi• prassurs 00090,
• Safety pivot wrinqc heed
• 1,/, HP beavyduty motor
• Borg-Warn*,

S
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Omar Robinson Retained
As Regional Director

!Joyce Pins%
; Crowned During

ma City for the conference werAt a regional meeting of Phi
D. Goodlow, president of the
C.
in
held
fraternity
Beta Sigma
chapter of Phi Beta
Oklahoma City, Okla, on Aprillgraduate
Fraternity, Inc., and
a
wasSigm
Jr.,
Robinson,
9. Omar R
Charles Brown, a junior at
reelected Southwestern region-}
ion.
organizat
Memphis State university and
the
al director of
Mr. Robinson, a music teach- second national vice president
er at Douglass High school, who of the fraternity.
lives at 1509 Brookins at., wu
re-elected to the poet at a meet--1
ing held at Holiday Inn and
which was attended by more
than 80 delegates.
The Southwestern region of
Phi Beta Sigma includes West
Tennessee, Arkansas, Missouri,
Oklahoma, Kansas and Nebrasi

Church Ceremony

HONORED AT COLUMBUS BAPTIST — An
Appreciation Day service for Dr. and Mrs.
U. E. Campbell was held at the Columbus
Baptist church, honoring the couple for 21
years of service, and here Dr. and Mrs.
Campbell are flanked In co-chairmen of the
celebration. At left is Mrs. IdeIla Henderson,
chairlady, and at right, Leonard B. Mitchell.
Rev. A. E. Campbell, Jr., pastor of the Sa

=aria Baptist church at Van Alstyne,
Texas, gave the sermons during the morning worship hour, and the special message
at the evening service was preached by Dr.
W. Herbert Brewster, pastor of East Trigg
Baptist church. Dr. Campbell is president
of the Tennessee Regular Baptist Convention and a vice president of the National
Baptist Convention. (Withers MAO

Miss Joyce Evelyn Pankaus
!was crowned "Miss Greenwood" on Sunday, April 17, in
la contest sponsored by the Willing Workers club of Greenwood
CME church.
In a pageantry modeled after
that used to select and crown
"Miss America," Miss Pankaus
was presented her crown, while
other contestants and runnersup stood by.
Other contestants were Misses Carolyn Denese Burton, Mahon Marie Dabney, Faith Ardelia Flynn. Miss Eudora Brenda Green, and Laura Lee Harris.
Miss Green was the first runner-up, and Miss Flynn second.
Miss Pankaus is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs, William Paokaus of 579 Wilson st.

NOTICE!

TO BE HONORED . . . Veteran educator and religious
ninsician, Prof. William Fleming will be honored in a spedal "Prof. William Fleming's Day" program, Sunday, May
1, at 3 p.m. at Alpha Church, 1084 E. McLemore. The church
Is pestered by Elder Victor H. Williams. A committee of
church-goers. educators, musicians, and wellwishers have
joined together to honor the veteran native Memphian who
is widely knonn and respected for his dedication to community service. The guest speaker for the affair will be
Elder Blair T. Hunt.

Church Notes

ler as co-chairman.
2ND CONGREGATIONAL
CENTENARY METHODIST
at
Choirs from St. Paul Baptist'
observed
was
Day
Youth
Mrs Wayne Lamb of Madison
the Second Congregational and Trinity CME churches sang
Heights Methodist church was church at 762 Walker ave on at the evening service.
the speaker for annual Woman's Sunday, April 24, at the morn- 1 Rev. R. L. McRae is
The Hulett Sisters will be fea- Albert Anderson is the proAchievement Day at Centenary ing service, with Miss Peggylof the church.
sponsor, Miss Elizabeth
tured m a program at the Meigram
lAnderson chairman, and Rev.
Methodist church on Sunday Prater, president of the Youth Cl..TbiliERLIN PRESBYTERIAN
Joyner Baptist church in White
Fellowship. as chairman, and
pastor of the
afternoon. April 24.
The Cumberlin Presbyterian
11. Champion
-5"
young people from neighboring 1
on Sunday, May 1, 2 at."
haven
church.
Tenn.,
City,
church at Union
Achievement Day was spon- churches speaking.
2 p.m. and the public is in. Mt. Joyner is located on Tuon
sored by the Woman's Society Among the young people of presented a special prbgram
lane rd.
vited.
inand
night,
Sunday
Easter
of Christian Service with Mrs. t& church participating were,
'eluded a number of musical'
J. LaRosa Green serving as Mine Jones. call to worship;
ons•
elselecti
responsiv
Larry,
Arden&
Stephanie
general chairman. Miss
Among the numbers performHerndon is publicity chairman. reading; Elva Mickle, scripture ed were a solo by Janis Bird.
'
Mrs. 0. B. Johnson is presi- lesson. Gregory Mickle, anduet by the Flowers and
Waldent of the woman's society and nouncements, and Ronald
a quartet number by the
Dukes,
the Rev. James M. Lawson. Jr., ter. benediction .
Dukes, and scripture
Newcumb
were
Serving as ushers
is pastor.
Knight.
Louise
Mary
by
Michael Mitchum, Nan Saville.
M. Fowlkes is pastor
W.
Rev,
PROVIDENCE AME
WilMelanie
and
Frank Briscoe
of the church.
The Hermandes de Amore liams
Club of Providence AME church
Owen
the
by
sung
was
Music
MIDDLE BAPTIST
presented a Womanless Wed- collegeh ir
Rev. Ben L. Hooks, pastor of
6:00
ding, Sunday, April 24, at
The Women's Fellowship of Middle Baptist Church was the
p.m. in the church auditorium Second Congregational church
JOYCE PANKAUS
speakerfor theI Men's
at 384 Decatur.
met in Love Hall at 762 Walker Day Sunday at the Church SunMrs. D .G. Jones is president at 5 p.m. on Sunday, April 24.
day, April 24, at 3 o'clock in the .
of the club; Mrs. L. Hines, sec- with Mrs. Ruth Watson leading:
afternoon.
retary. and Rev. J. L. Gleese in the devotional service.
Charles Turner was Chairman
•
pastor.
is the
Hostesses for the meeting of the program. and Charles ,
were Mrs. Mildred Williams, Jackson co-chairman.
GILFIELD BAPTIST
Mrs. Ruth Watson, Dr. Juanita
The Young Missionaries of
Williamson, Mrs. Louise WhitGilfield Baptist church at Arand Mrs. Bernice Wiltaker
The II Cantoriu m Singers, a
lington, Tenn., visited the Shelliams.
o g m en and wom young
Easter
on
ou p of y
gr
hospital
County
by
Mary A. Williams is
Mrs.
rapidly gained
have
rendered
who
en
Sunday afternoon and
president of the Women's Fel-.
the highest admiration of music
a special program for the palowship, and Rev. John Charles
; lovers in the city, will perform
tients.
Mickle pastor of the church.
at St. Andrew AME church,
A special sermon was deliverS. Parkway East, Sunday,
D.
H.
1%7
Rev.
pastor,
ed by the
WARD CHAPEL
1
1, at 4:30 p.m.
May
disCarmichael. and members
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of the best singers in
some
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A
—
(NP!)
—
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NEW
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The special visit was
, church at 1125 S. Parkway east
They are: sopranos,
by Miss Elvinie Willis, a mem- on Sunday, April 24. and the substantial financial boost for 1 this area.
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and
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.
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NAACP
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in vey and Emmanuel Bland.
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is
currently
JJA
Great
the
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ject. "Man's Place
The White Rose Club of St.
a national project to raise monSociety."
Andrew Church, which is preFREEWILL BAPTIST
ey for the fund.
Among the participants werel Announcement of the amount!senting the singers, invites the
Rev. Robert Fulton and Mrs
teacher!
raised in its two-year project public to come and enjoy an
Fulton were honored at the Nathaniel D. Williams,
High
on
Washingt
T.
Booker
at
in
church
is expected to be made when, evening of music. Mrs. Emma
Frees il Baptist
B. Hobson, prin- organization re pr esentatives' Foster is president of the club
Union City, Tenn.. by the mem school: Louis
High school; 1 convene in Atlanta in June for and Rev. Elmer M. Martin is,
Manassas
of
cipal
church.
the
of
hers and friends
radio per-1 their annual meeting.
Williams.
C.
A
the pastor.
The occasion for the program and
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WDIA,
from
sonality
annifirst
Fulbm's
Rev.
was
of
versary as the pastor of the Wells was general chairman
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Men's Day, with Charles Walk
church.

Hulett Sisters To Appear

-

I; Cantorium
To Sing Sunday

The conference was climaxed
at a closed banquet, with N. P.
Marshall, principal of the Lincoln school at North Little
Rock. Ark., as speaker. Mr.
Marshall is a past president of
the Arkansas Teachers association.
Other Memphians In Oklabo.

HArAND
ORGAN

11.101043

NA ill SA POIIii,TIONN.

All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
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ORGANS • PIANOS

236 See% Weilistetee
Post Office Box 31!

SALES•SERVICE•RENTALS
Phone
682-4637
482 S. Perkins Ext.

We will ba happy to
publish it for yeti
"FA*" Of Air
char's.

FREE

5-Piece SILVER SERVICE

Register .Free and often. Each Big Star Store will
give away one of these beautiful Silver Services
April 30th. Winners names will be published in
the Big Star Ad May 4th. Wouldn't your wife be
thrilled with winning a Mother's Day Gift like
this one!

Jack And Jill
Mothers Aid
NAACP Fund

SEE THE SILVER SERVICE
ON DISPLAY AT BIG STAR!

REGISTER FREE & OFTEN
You Needn't Be Present
At Drawing To Win!

•

1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $

Effective November

Joan's cooking dinner,
calling the drug store,
stirring the gravy,
telling her guests to
make it 7:00,
turning down the peas,
calling her husband,
and tossing the salad.
Joan's doing all this
in one spot
Thanks to her
handy kitchen phone.
What else that costs so little lets Joan do so much so lesitY1

•
•
•
II

29 1965

Sat go Sun $125
Sat Open 6 A M tr 6 P
Sun Ow 8 A.M to 2 P M

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday

•

ttiru
Friday

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic
Peesimumsmumsisiummusis•••?

Jeer

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

SAVE YOUR QUALITY STAMPS FOR MOTHER'S DAY!
Check your nearest Quality Stamps Redemption Center
for your Mother's Day Gifts!

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS

CUSTOM

B H
INC.

248 Vance Ave.

Southern Bell

•

JA 7-9320

"YOUR Company Mak*, Whitt You Ask Foy And
Cr•efor Whiff Yee This* Or

DUALITY STAMPS
REDEMPTION CENTER HEADQUARTERS
1451 Union Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee
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4*Crump To Become Unit OPEN TIL 9 P.M.DAILY
Of UT Medical School
At. a meeting held on Monday fective.July 1. 1966.
.'..lafternoon, the board of trustees "The'University of Tennessee
has agreed that the chairman
for the City of Memphis Ilos.
of each faculty department
pitals voted to include the E.
shall assume responsibility for
Crump Memorial hospital as a professional staffing, pa t ient
teaching unit of the University care and educational programs
of Tennessee College of -Medi- at the Crump Hospital.
"The hospital will continue
cine as of July 1, 1968.
to serve full-pay patients, but
Following the Monday meet- the assignment of patients to
ing, the Board issued thistate- units of the City of Memphis
ment: "In view of the fact that Hospitals will be according to
hospital facilities are now avail- medical needs and ability to
able throughout Memphis and pay.
5helby County to all persons!, "Physicians now practicing at
regardless of race. color or na- the E. H. Crump Memorial, who
tional origin, and the fact that it are not on the faculty of the
is desirable that the quality of University of Tennessee as of
patient care in the E. H. Crump July 1, 1966. will be given until
hospital be consistent with that July 1, 1967, to develop other
practiced in other units of the suitable arrangements for hosCity of Memphis Hospitals, the pitalization of patients." the
Board of Trustees of the City of statement read.
Memphis Hospitals feel that the The action is expected to
E. H. Crump Memorial Hospital speed up compliance with the
should join other hospital units guidelines set up by the Health
of the City of Memphis llos- and Educational Welfare depitals and become a teaching partment to bring hospitals in
Unit of the University of Ten- the area in compliance with the
nessee College, of Medicine, ef- !Civil Rights Bill.
GIFTS FOR NURSING HOME . . The La Rita Homemakers Social Club met recently in the home of Mrs. Janice
Jeans on Headrick Avenue to gift wrap 24 hospital gowns
soap, towels, and other articles for the Jell Nursing Home
at 1755 Eldridge. The club is the first social club to pay out
Its Life Membership in the NAACP, and has helped in other

Deltas Salute Carla Allen

projects throughout the city. Shown (from left) are Mrs.
Te Cora Smith, Mrs. Cleo Draper, Mrs. Janice Jeans, Mrs.
Katherine Armstrong, Mrs. Ann Falls, (club's president),
Mrs. Alma Morris. Mrs. Bernice Jackson, and Mrs. Julia
Pleas,

MILLBROOK. N.Y. (UPI) — as a measure of cooperation
t Jrm er Harvard professor with law enforcement officials.
Timothy Leary, facing a 30-year Leary, 45, reached national
jail sentence for tralisporting prominence through his experimarijuana, was arrested on
with the hallucinatory
charges of possessing the nar- ments
which he conducted
LSD,
on
drug,
raid
Sunday
a
cotic during
at Harvard at the Castilia
a 64-room rented chateau.
Police raided the estate, home Foundation and in Mexico.
of the Castilia Foundation which
During his recent trial in
investigates drugless methods
Tex., Leary admitted
Laredo,
of reaching other levels of conmarijuana.
smoked
had
he
Leary,,
seized
sciousness, and
a foundation director, three l Th? 30-year sentence and $20,other guests and "a suspected 000 fine was delayed by the
quantity of marijuana." accord- judge until Leary completes a
court-imposed examination ati
i.,g lo authorities.
A spokesman for Leary in a government hospital. Leary's,
New York City said "he has teen-age daughter, arrested
forgone personal use of anyr with him, was also ordered exsubstances presently held illegal; amined.

We can wrap it up
in seven words,
"Seagram's7Crown
is The Sure One".

WOOLWORTH'S

Tiger Town

Miss Carla Allen of Epsilon as secretary to Tassel for 1966Kappa Chapter of Delta Sigma! 67.
Hi! The Tigers are ready —
Paula is the daughter of Mr
Memphis In Delta Sigma Theta, she
Theta Sorority at
how about you? To find out the and Mrs. John E. Wooldridgc
State University has been nrtn-, serves as vice president and
and resides with them at 491
ed the chapter's outstanding dean of pledges. She also ser- old and something new!
South Parkway East.
ved as chairman to the DZ FolDelta.
HIGHLIGHTS
Last but not least, she was
which
Miss Allen, a graduate o f lies for the Sorority in
The Junior Classical League one of the finalists for t h e
the
poster
Hamilton High School, entered! first place was won in
has elected its new officers for National Achievement Scholarship. ller award is a four-year
Memphis State in 1963. She division (spring '65).
drama the 1966-67 school term, and scholarship
immediately joined the Foren- She is a speech and
to the college of her
they are: Richard Grady, pre- choice.
sics Squad and participated in
individual oral interpretation
sident; Shirley Gholston, v ice A 21-gun salute to Paula!
events and was a member of
president; Berdelle Warner, seDO YOU KNOW
the Debate Squad, which led to
cretary;
Ruby Swift, assistant That the seniors are planKappa!
Tau
membership
in
her
secretary;
Margaret
Locke, ning a big dance, April 22, in
Alpha (Forensics Honor Sociechaplain;
Jessie
Furlowe,
busi- the Manassas' Coliseum?
ty).
That Tuesday, April 12, was
ness
manager;
Wiley
Johnson,
She was asked to join Alpha
Barbara Brown and Rosa Philparliamentarian;
Talitha
Mott,
HonoLambda Delta National
dean of pledges; Frances Ru- lips' birthday?
rary Society for freshmen wom!pert
and Leanne Eskeridge, re- That the Manassas' Drill
en with an average equivalent
porters;
and Mrs. L. T. Brooks, Team had planned to get first
to 3.5 or above. She later servplace?
advisor.
ed as national reporter to the.
That the Double Ten has the
organization. She was Kappa,
SPOTLIGHT
junior girls in a suspense?
Psi's sweetheart '64-65, Miss!
In the center of the gold spot- That Mr. Stokes had been
Social Belle '65-66, and recentlight this week is a very charm- selected by the student body as
ly elected vice president of the
ing and intelligent young lady. favorite teacher for two conseOrchesis Modern Dance Group.
She is a member of the 12-4
cutive years?
homeroom supervised by Mrs.
her most outstanding accomMISS CARIA ALLEN
Phillips. She is none other than
plishment is that of memberCAMPUS KINGS
ship in Tassel Women's Honor- major at Memphis State, and Paula Wooldrige.
Jimmie King, Allie Bonds,
On campus, Paula is the preary Society for senior women.! participates in plays and other
Thurman Northcross, Rommel
To be eligible for membership drama activities. She is a mem- sident of the Library Club, secChildress, Ruddy Garner, RoBuskin
and
retary
of
the
National
Sock
Honor
not
the
must
of
ber
in Tassel, a student
Society, captain of the Girl's bert Barber, Alzapha Payne,
Only maintain high standards of Theatre Group.
Delta's hats are off to Carla Drill Team, a member of the Noble Thompson, Larry Suascholarship, but also display
leadership and service in cam- and wish for her much suc- Double Ten Society, the Junior rez, Jerden
Johnson, Fred
Classical League, Mu Alpha
pus activities. Carla will serve cess.
!Theta, and Le Cercle Francais. Leatherwood, Charles Knox,
She is a member of t h e and Curtis Broome.
Golden Methodist Church where
CAMPUS QUEENS
she serves as treasurer of the
! Methodist Youth Fellowship and Rosa Gaston, Edith Greene.
secretary of the District Meth- Mary Robinson, Gwendo I y n
odist Youth Fellowship.
Bowden, and Nancy Alexander.

Ex-Harvard Prof's
New Dope Pinch
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WHERE YOU WILL FIND
LOW CASH SAVING
PRICES ON. FINE
QUALITY FOODS AND
WHERE YOU WILL BE
SERVED WITH COURTESY
ewe See Sko eutd Save/
t&I)
CAKE MIX
OR FROSTING MIX
19 Oz.
F"89

Care-free cotton backcloth ...

THROW COVERS
ideal year 'rf

ec.t.ion!
cotton

3 furniture pro-

Lavishly fringed 100%
covers are washable.

Brown, gold, green and wine
textured solids. Top value!
72 x 90"
72 x 108"
72 x 126"

3.99
4.99
5.99

YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT

WOOLWORTH'S

WARDS
&,
IZES

SUPER RIGHT

CHILI
15IA Oz.

4F0,99

ON PAGE

PRESERVES
Pineapple, Peach, P1 tint,
Or Apricot

3".69e
Jar

PLAY IT UKE BINGO!

1 2 Ox.
6/

Chunk Style light Meat

WIN ro $1000 IN CASH!
IT'S FUN! IT'S FREE! IT'S EASY!
• Simply pick op your ERE cirmy of the new HMOS & FUZES
game card at your MP stare. Pichred on your game card are 48
MP product:. With every MP *it re rem-me 1 iree concealed
set cot 2 WARDS & PENS game slips. Cut off the edges of each
strip to reveal the pictures of 2 MP Brand Products. Locate these
products on your game card and you're on your way
to becoming an AWARDS & PRIZES game winner.
ROMANIS Of
When you fill a straight line of 7 products horiFREE ALP
zontally, vertically or diagonally on your game card
nowt* PRITES
you win a cash prize up to $1000.00.
IN ADDITION
Take your winning slips to MX. After they have
been verified, you will receive your prize from the
TO CUR PRIZES!
manager. It's as simple as that! NOTE THE CENTER
BLOCK OF YOUR GAME CARD IS APE BLOCK TO

HWVOU WUI.„

LI$COWPMY.El An VII.REMO

16 PROOF.65% GRAill OLUTRAL sPICIL

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
THES-E FINE ALP FOOD STOIqS SERVING THE.
MEMPHIS AREA AND JACKSON, TENN.

4770 POPLAR
3463 SUMMER
423 N. CLEVELAND 3561 PARK AVE.
2131 FRAYSER AVE
1833 LAMAR
j15 E. LAFAYETTE
243/ POPLAR
Jackson, Tenn.
[Prices Effective Thru .Siititida
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Southern Murderers
row

Reversing an earlier decision,
the Supreme Court has held
unanimously that the federal
government can prosecute state
officials, as well as private persons conspiring with them, for
depriving citizens of their Constitutional rights.
By this ruling, the Court has
reinstated federal felony charges, carrying 10-year prison
terms, against 17 persons accused of killing three young civil
rights workers near Philadelphia, Miss., in 1964.
This is of great significance.
The decision not only pumps
new life into the 1870 civil
rights anti-conspiracy statute,
it also sweeps aside the contention held tenaciously by the late
Justice Felix Frankfurter and
three of his associates that the
1870 law applied only to rights
arising from a direct relationship between the individual and
the federal government, such as
the right to vote in federal elections.
The new ruling makes it permissible for the reviving of federal charges against six Georgia
men identified by the FBI as
members of the Ku Klux Klan.
This case arose after two of the
six men were tried and acquitted for the 1964 murder of

Lemuel Penn, a teacher in the
Washington public school system, while he was driving to his
Washington home along a Georgia highway.
Though a substantial majority of the Court shares the view
that legislative action would be
a more effective weapon in the
hands of the Justice Department, the ruling nevertheless
serves notice to the Klan and
hooligans that they can't get
away with wanton murder.
As Justice Abe Fortas, speaking for the majority of Court,
put it, "The killing was a joint
activity, from start to finish.
Those who took advantage of
participation by state officers
in accomplishment of the foul
purpose alleged must suffer the
consequences of that participation."
We cannot quarrel with the
notion that remedial legislation
would make it difficult for the
law to be challenged, but that
involves a slow, time-consuming
process. The issue is too pressing and grave to await Congressional debate and final disposition. The High Court provides
the means for immediacy in the
prosecution of the perpetrators
of racial terrorism in the Deep
South.

Dixie Defeat
Using the same kind of reasoning the U.S. Supreme Court
has employed to batter down
the poll tax, a three-judge
federal panel has removed the
principal bar to the Negro's
right to use the ballot in political elections in the state of Mississippi.
The judges ruled that payment of the poll tax to vote
was in conflict with the United
States Constitution. Mississippi
was the last state to be ordered
to drop the levy as a prerequisite for voting in state elections.
The ruling enjoined state officials from requiring or enforcing payment of any poll tax
in municipal, county, state or
national elections in Mississippi.
This tax money had been going
into a "Common School Fund"
for educational purposes in Mississippi.
Federal courts have voided
poll taxes in Alabama, Arkansas
and Texas. Miulseippi was the
last state to be forced to drop
the levy. While the court
1

opinion is definitive and unambiguous, there remains much apprehension that intimidation
and economic reprisals may be
used against the Negro in Alabama and Mississippi—the two
states in the Deep South where
racial antagonism has reached
the boiling point.
It is hoped that despite these
handicaps, the Southern Negro
will avail himself of his now
established constitutional right
to use the ballot tactically and
intelligently enough to effect a
change in his political and economic status.
The right to vote was not offered on a silver platter. It was
won through personal sacrifices
— through blood, tears and
deaths. It represents the central thesis of the whole civil
rights movement, the rallying
cry of the Black Revolution.
Those in whose behalf the
struggle has been waged must
not default In their claim to
victory.

MY DREAM

During a recent interview,
the distinguished Harlem attorney, Cornelius McDougald,
Chairman of the Board of Harlem Teams For Self-Help (formerly known as Associated Community Teams ACT), was asked a most familiar question. It
is a question which invariably
haunts the consciousness of
press and public officials when
Spring comes along.
"What about the long, hot
Summer?"
Like most sensible people,
confronted by this question, McDougald could give only a speculative reply. Admitting that
progress has been achieved and
pointing out that Harlem had
been able to avert violence last
year, McDougald stated that
we have not yet done nearly
enough to attack the root causes
which create discontent and disillusionment in our big city
ghettos.
But the most significant part
of his statement, not reproduced
by the press of course, was that
he deplored the fact that we,
as a society, seek to accelerate
change only in the face of the
threat of violence.
As Dr. Martin Luther King
once observed, our social sys-

tern and—those who operate it
seem to ignore the daily violence
done to human beings who live
under inhuman, intolerable circumstances from day to day;
the slums, the rat-infested
apartments, the rejections of
ghetto-living, the poor schools,
indifferent teachers and education officials, the doors slammed
in employment and personnel offices. This is a violence for all
seasons in the lives of many of
our poor, black and white.
How shall we profit by winning a war in Viet Nam if we
lose the war for decency at
home?
One of the tragic casualties of
our home front war is the late
Robert L. Cooper, formerly director of Harlem Teams, who
worked so tirelessly and unselfishly to help the young, not
only last summer, but for many
years, that his noble heart failed him. We must not soon forget men like this.
It is to them and to the young
people for whom they struggle
that we must dedicate a yearround determination to make
the words "Great Society" a
reality for all — yes, even the
least of us.

By
tritiv7

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

•

Negro Faces Dixie Justice
•

Many Americans are aware
of the fact that on the crooked
scales of "Southern Justice," the
life, liberty and human worth of
a black man weigh precious
little. It is this blighted pattern
of segregated justice which, by
Nov. of 1965, had led to the
murders of at least 26 Negroes,
as well as white civil rights
workers at the hands of racists
in a five-year stretch. Only one
conviction and sentence of the
murderous assailants involved
was obtained.
In similar vein, Federal
Bureau of Prison statistics
show that despite the fact that
more than half of all convicted
rapists are white, 87 per cent
of all the persons executed for
rape between 1930 and 1963
were Negroes convicted and
sentenced by southern courts.
The double standard of justice
is equally applicable to lesser
crimes.
Such is the brand of justice
impinging upon the Negro unfortunate enough to find himself caught in the web of
southern law enforcement that
once he is arrested he knows
the cards are stacked against
him, for he has then to confront
a world which is practically as
totally prejudiced as it is totally
white.
The all-white complexion of
southern justice has been graphically depicted by Charles
Morgan, a white southern attorney and personal friend of
mine. His portrayal has been
published in the Southern Regional Council Report: "Southern Justice: An Indictment."
Attorney Morgan, defending
a Negro charged with murder
In 1963 filed a motion to squash
the indictment in which he outlined his client's prospects. He
wrote of the defendant's being
arrested by white policemen.
carried off in a segregated
paddy wagon driven by white
chauffeur, locked up In a segregated jail staffed solely by
whites. He was to be brought to
trial in a courthouse inhabited
by whites, in a segregated courtroom run by white officials, be-

fore a jury that almost certainly would be solidly white.
"If he receives the death
penalty," Morgan wrote, "He
will then be given a last meal
by his white guards, visited by
a h1tIcháp1iin, shaved- by a
white barber and taken by white
guards to a yellow electric chair
in Kilby prison ... The chair being the only facility in Alabama
justice which is and has always
been desegregated.
".& button or switch will be
pressed or pulled by a white
man, before white witnesses.
and the condemned will die. Being in indigent circumstances,
he will thereafter be buried in
a potter's grave in a racially
segregated cemetery, provided
by the state of Alabama."
T h e segregated character
that pervades southern justice
runs all the way through the
judicial system, extending from
the lowest municipal courts all
the way up to the federal bench.
The Southern Regional Council Report On Justice states:
"The clerks and the 109 jury
commissioners attached to the
federal courts of the 11 states of
the Old Confederacy are all
white — all appointed by the
65 white district judges.
Through these appointments,
the judges build higher the
walls of segregated justice."
It is obvious, then, that what
Is needed is a reforming of that
racist legal system of the South
in such a way as to effectuate
substantiVe justice within the
procedural framework of theInstrumentalities of law and
order. By substantive justice, I
mean that noble societal touchstone which involves reference
to a criterion or set of values
which is higher than or superior
to statutory or procedural law.
Such great philosophical
thinkers as Aristotle. Hume.
Kant and Roscoe Pound have
given us to know that this substantive justice is the ultimate
standard of moral conduct and
Is consonant with the principle
of giving every man his due.

Only
In
America

-At

By HARRY GOLDEN

Fear Of The Unfamiliar
I was invited to Washington
to address the National Dental
Health Assembly, with Emphasis on Fluoridation. With all
those dentists and scientists I
did not dare go into the intricacies of the subject itself.
Now I have tried to deal with
the anti fluoridation people
with humor. But humor is a
tricky business especially in the
field of medicine, dentistry, and
research.
I am amused at the unsmiling
faces in my own state of North
Carolina when the Dental Society solemnly announces they
would abide by the decision of
the U. S. Fourth Circuit Court
and permit a Negro dentist to
join their society. At that,
twenty dentists held out for
taking the case to the Supreme
Court.
The Tar Heel doctors used
greater ingenuity. They admitted Negro doctors to their society at once but only as "nonsocial members." The medical
society cancelled banquets and
picnics and the like to avoid
complications. I suspect they
even use the Golden Vertical
Plan at their seminars and
meetings — everybody standing. Vertical segregation has
been with us since the Negro
went into the downtown stores
to begin buying all the stuff he,
like the rest of us, didn't need.
But, of course, fluoridation
puts one up against the Communist threat. In Wichita, Kansas. and in Gastonia, N.C. the
anti-fluoridationniks beat the
proposal by an extensive telephone campaign in which they
convinced the voters that fluoridation was a Communist plot
intended to debilitate Americans
and make them prey for the
hordes of Asia.
AU that surprises me over
this controversy is that with
the tremendous volume of lit-

erature out of governmeit —offices and dental societies no one
has recounted the difficulties
other health measures suffered.
Heaven only knows what
would have happened to us by
.this time if we hadn't learned
the use of chlorines and other
purifying agents in our drinking water. The arguments
against these health measures
were essentially the same as the
arguments advanced against
fluoridation, except there were
no Communists when we discovered chlorines.
The big argument against
the use of purifying elements in
water was that it was a plot designed to kill off the elderly
whom society considered useless
anyway.
This is not surprising either.
Man's greatest fear is the unfamiliar. I remember policemen
accompanying social workers to
force immigrant mothers to surrender their children for vaccination against small pox and
later diphtheria.
Water ts a special matter In
the human consciousness. The
Messiah means the "Annointed
One" and He Is annointed with
water as befitted a desert people. The Bedouin Arabs killed
without question any stranger
near their wells and there were
similar laws enacted in Europe
Itself.
During some of the plagues
that afflicted the continent
thousands of Jews were slaughtered on the charge they had
polluted the wells. That the
Jews also drank from these
wells was irrelevant.
The arguments against fluoridation are no different. That
the dentists, doctors and public
health officials who recommend
fluoridation also drink the
water is irrelevant to the foes
of confronted with the denunciation of logic, a man must conelude no logic can prevail, of :*
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FROM $30 MILLION TO ZERO

HE'S ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

Senate Group
Rejects LBJ
Rent Proposal
'WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Senate Appropriations Committee refused Monday to approve any funds for one of
President Johnson's most controversial Great Society proposals, a program of federal
rent subsidies for the needy.
JOB CORPS . . . Drafting is a popular
course at Camp Parks Job Corps Center,
Pleasanton, California. Background left to
right, are Terry Witherspoon, Buffalo, N.
Y.; James Key of Atlanta, Ga.; Roger
Anthony of Atlanta, Ga.; Curtis Fleming of
1853 S. Orleans St., Memphis, Tenn.; (middle) Melvin King, student government pres-

Went of Atlanta, Ga.; Foreground left to
right, Jesse Arrington, Laurel, Miss.; Fred
Andrews, Griffin, Ga.; Horace Foster,
Goulds, Fla.; and John Sigleton of Johns
Island, S. C. All are having a chance to
gain valuable job skills, education, and citizenship training.

proposed it,
no fuds.

but

appropriated

The plan calls for the govern.
ment to help make rent payments for the needy who are
eidterlY, displaced by urban
renewal projects or who live,
In substandard housing.

Negro 'Breaks Into'
Big Hollywood Role
Wendell Franklin, Hollywood's first Negro assistant
director, has been named to
assist director Ronald
Neame on Universal's
"Gambit," starring Shirley
Maclaine a n d Michael
Caine.
In
addition,
Franklin,
whose talents are much in
demand, has already been
working on Universal's upcoming Technicolor film.

Viet Called An
Unpopular War

Johnson had asked Congress
for $30 million in contract The aid could not be more
authority to start the rent sup- that the amount by which the GLASGOW, Scotland — (UPI)
pleinental program in the cur- rent exceeds 25 per cent of the —The 1.5 million
member
rent fiscal year. The House family's income.
church of Scotland said
Viet
Nam conflict appears to be "an
grudgingly gave its consent to
The income levels are those unpopular war with the U. S.
$12 million.
set for public housing. An asset! people.
On Monday, the Senate Corn- limitation has been set at Il2,000 "This is due in part because
mittee rejected the President's for low-income families, or $5,Hof the latent isolationism which
request by a 15-12 vote.
000 in the case of the elderly, is endemic in U. S. society,"
The
Administration defeat The Senate-House roles were, the church said in a statement.
The church also noted there
came as the committee began reversed last year, .when the was
a feeling in the U.S. that
marking up the House-passed Senate approved $12 million tn
62.56 billion supplemental money start the program and the House the American People "have not
bill designed to provide funds refused to provide any money. been and are not being told
the truth" about the war.
for government agencies for the
rest of the fiscal year ending In a Senate-House conference )
near the end of the sesaion, LJS.
June 30.
funds for the program were ba
An effort to knock the rent dropped with the understanding Next
supplemental from the bill on it would be reconsidered early
the House door failed by only this year.
eight votes, 190-195.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (UPI)
Senate
Democratic leader
Congress granted spending Mike Mansfield predicted a — Negro leaders announced
authority for the program last floor fight when the bill reaches plans for a massive demonstration next month against U. S.
year, when Mr Johnson first the Senate floor tomorrow.
Steel "to dramatize to the nation" alleged
discriminatory
hi ring practices.
Dr John Nixon, president of
the Alabama chapter of the
NAACP, accused the federal
government of failing to implement civil rights laws pertaining to employment.
Will the nation's home builders be selling to teen"We feel the federal governagers in the years ahead?
ment has joined hands with the
Could be, says the Tile Council of America, mind- union and management and
ful that half of the people living in the United States they're dragging their feet," he
said. "The Negro employe still
at the end o fthis decade will be under 25 years of age. is at the bottom of the totem
pole...
The trade asociation of the
nation's ceramic tile manufac- trend, the Tile Council figures.
turers, who supply an important Increased variety in styles as
building product for new homes, well as in the individual build.
cites a continuing drop in the big components has been eviage of homebuyers as an indi- dent in new home construction
since the end of World War II.
cation of this possibility.
Ceramic
tile itself has had
FHA recently reported that
the average 1965 FHA home- many face lifting' in that pe•
buyer was 33 years old, young- Oaf and now boasts more than
300 different colors, sizes and
er than ever before.
shapes for walls, floors and
Younger buyers plus the ap- counter-table tops.
parently continuous rise in
Once in demand for its dur-tandards of living may spell able characteristics, it
is now
many changes in the appear- also valued for its
decorative
ance of the nation's homes, the possibilities.
Tile Council says.
Greater changes at a faster
1 More custom-built homes
with pace are in store for home
less conventional designs seem builders and buyers alike. the
to he the likeliest result of the Tile Council says.

the

. Steel Is
Target
In Bias Fight

"Munster, Go Home," star.
ring Fred Gwynne. Yvonne
de Carlo and Al Lewis of
Universal TV's "The Monsters."
Franklin's unprecedented
entry into motion picture
work, a feat comparable to
lhat of Jackie Robinson's
breakthrough in the baseball world, is the result of
acknowledged 'Mits, as re.
fleeted by the calibre of
stars he has worked with:
Sandra Dee, James Garner,
Charlton Reston, James

Stewart, Rock Hudson, and
many others.
One of the most respected men In his field, Frank•
lin got his first Hollywood
break while working as
head parking attendant on
the National Broadcasting
Conmpany lot and came to
the attention of TV execu•
tives. His talent was soon
recognized and he became
an integral part of such
shows as 'Queen for a Day,'
"This Is Your Life" and
"Truth or Consequences.
o

The
famous
frosty
bottle
pours
instant
martinis.

Future Homebuyers
May Include Teens

BEST LOOKING CAR . . . Winner of the
"best looking car" division of the Cub Scout
Pinewood Derby, held recently, was Cub
Scout Wendell Harris of Pack 171, Grant
Elementary School. Shown in photo with the

winner are, (from left), Miss Alice P. Har•
mon, den mother; Wendell, and Mrs. Louise
Walker and Louis Poston, presenting the
tropliv.

Gilbey's on the rocks tastes great as is.
t4ST;LLEO LONDON ORY GIN,90 PROOF
LTD. DPSTR. BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS

..9e.

"kV
'
••1

100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS w .1 A

PRoDucTis co., N.Y.C. PRODUCT

GILIEY•
OF U•lidi.

litirlane500
G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS SALE!

THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE:,
GRIDER AND AKAs — Several students
attending the Alpha Kappa Alpha Art Show
in the Alumni Room of the Hollis F. Price
Library of LeMoyne College are shown with
Mrs. Katherine Johnson, a member of the
sorority admiring a portrait of Congress-

man George Grider. The painting was done
by Willie Waddell, in his art class at Manas•
sas High school. Miss Velma Lois Jones is
Basileus of the sorority which annually
sponsors an art show displaying the talent
of many Memphis art students.

•

At A Special Low Price
For Fairlane's Sale of the Year
$2095
ONLY .. .

RAMON'S
49c
*U.S.D.A. Choice or Good Beef Sides
or Good Beef Hinds... LB. 61c
*U.S.D.A. Choice
Fr..rer
LB.
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Phone 274-36IS or 2724191

CHECK OUR HOME'FOOD SERVICE PLAN a..
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•

$5900

PER MOIR

A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So ...
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only
take a minute to make your deal!
BETTER BUY AT

RAMON'S MEAT MARKET
Clovelend of Poplar (Crosstown Area)

FAIRLANIS
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SLACK gr
• MOWN
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Barbecue Sauce Gives
Style To Flank Steak
A si mple sauce made of '1 CUP chopped celery
thinned with 1 teaspoon Worcestershire
tomato paste
with, Worces- sauce
seasoned
water,
tershire sauce, chopped celery
and onion is an ideal braising!! can (6 ounces) tomato
liquid for flank steak. In this! paste
case, the steaks are scored, 1 cup water
rolled and cut into fillets, or in- Score one side of steaks.
dividual servings.
Sprinkle scored side with 1 teasalt. Roll, width-wise, as
spoon
flank
steak
one
There is only
available from each side of beef. as a jelly roll and fasten secureIt comes'from the section right ly with wooden picks.
below the sirloin called t h e Cut into individual servings
flank. Flank steaks are oval, about 11
2 inches wide. Combine
/
boneless steaks weighing from flour, remaining 1 teaspoon salt
three-fourth to one and one- and pepper.
half pounds each.
Dredge meat in seasoned
Flank steaks have muscles flour. Brown in lard or driplengthwise. They're
running
pings. Combine onion, celery,
usually scored to cut these long Worcestershire sauce, tomato
muscle fibers.
paste and water. Pour over
* ••
steaks.
CHUCKWAGON SUPPER
Cover tightly and cook slowly
2 flank steaks
2 hours or until meat is tender.
2 teaspoons salt
,6 to 8 servings.
3 tablespoons flour
1/4 teaspoon pepper
2 1/4 teaspoons lard or drippings
1 cup chopped onion

Panbroiling
Makes Use

Miss Cheryl A. Davis Dining Rooms Of Dry Heat
Returneth
Rites
Plans For June

I- reds Greene, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Julius Greene;
Linda Keeley, daughter of Mr. Charley Keeley; Marjorie
Mitchell, daughter of Mr. A. J. Mitchell, Sandra Jackson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Jackson, Sr., Angela Mullen,
daughter of Mrs. Leona Mullen, and Joyce Jones, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Jones. (Hooks Bros. Photo)

THIS SEASON'S DEBUTANTES — Along with 42 other
young women, these eight will be introduced during the
annual Debutantes' Ball sponsored by Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity on Friday night, May 6, at the Club Paradise. From
left are Misses Jo-Ann Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Jones; Ann Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Smith;

Jail's Charm School Helps Inmates

Do you think of women in money was raised by the sale heti) the women hear them- look and a good philosophy of
prison as slov e n1 y, sullen, of articles made by the girls to selves.
,life.
When you use a frying-pan slumping about with hair un- visitors. The staff pitched in,
Other instruction concerns ,
or griddle without fat, that's combed and with lost, blank collecting aamany item as
faces?
to get a job and hold it. The aim of the course: when
how
their
on
expressions
methods
heat
Dining rooms are popular one of the dry
possible for the course.
how to budget, entertain, and a woman leaves prison she
meat.
The picture is changing. WitMiss Cheryl Ann Davis will of Melrose High School and was again. One of the ways to show employed for cooking
takes with her a fit body and a
•
«
how to be socially correct.
!this room off to its best ad• become the bride of Fred Louis a debutante in 1964.
.
healthy mental attitude toward
Dry heat cooking methods ness: members of the Cameo
I
with
vantage
sacrificing
be
to
Club at the Ohio Reformatory The school's education direc- Supplies for the course aren't society.
Jones during a ceremony
of
cuts
tender
for
used
are
Tennessee
at
student
She
a
is
is
to
the
surface
practicality
for Women (OFW).
• I.eld at the Parkway Garden
tor, L. H. Troesch, meanwhile, much of a problem now, thanks'
meat. They mean simply that
& I university and a member
wom: I'resbyterian church on Satur- of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority. floor with a durable and at- heat is 'used for cooking the
.
•
.
appealed to persons in the beau- to the interested business per- The philosophy: when a
tractive material like ceramic
the
on
well
looks
she
knows
an
(lay, June 11.
I Mr. Jones is a graduate of tile, which is now available meat, but moisture in the form It was charm personified ty fields to help.
, outside, something happens to
sons anxious to help.
Plans for the forthcoming!Melrose High school, where he
*
quality certified by the Tile of liquid is not added.
ohen nearly 20 women stepped
her on the inside.
•
marriage were announced by'played football for four years.
•
Council of America.
course
on
eight-week
an
from
course with
The
voluntary
M.r
parents,
's
the bride-elect
Meats which are suitable for
and was named All-State in
She faces the world with an
to room for 20 women has been A cosmetics firm in Cleveland
development
Homes with dining rooms broiling may also be panbroiled. personality
and Mrs. Caleb A. Davis of 2659 1965.
assurance of well-being
inner
the
of
beauty
a
with
members
girl
each
newest
become
supplies
filled to capacity since the first
have a high resale potential, Panbroiling is usually preferred
Park ave.
to eight,She feels acceptable and, auseven
lasts
that
club.
kit
exIt
July.
last
commenced
one
The prospective groom is the A former captain of the Mel-!the Tile Council notes. Demand for meats which are cut thin,
tends over nine weeks and in weeks. A Relax-a-cisor repre-; thorities hope, will act accord•
• •
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence'rose Golden Wildcats, he is also in recent veers resulted in more since this method makes it posposture and sentative supplies the muscle- ingly.
ja student at Tennessee A & 1 than half of 1965's new homes sible to serve the steaks brown- The club is composed of more eludes exercise for
Jones of 1653 Cooper.
firming machines and works
figure
control.
;having dining rooms.
The bride-elect is a graduate!State university.
ed on the outside yet rare or than 40 women, who under the
with each class.
guiding hand of two other in- Instruction in diet and nutrimedium on the inside.
• • •
mates, worked long hours on tion is a part of the improveBE A PURSE-MATCHER
woman, soon to ,
preferred
Cleveland
A
also
Panbroiling is
a "new look" — and personality ment treatment. Other phases
! Primary colors are increasare face, emphasizing good dis- be released from the institu-: g in popularity. Sinks, for
for steaks and chops when you improvement.
position and pleasant smile to tion has devoted many hours toi example, now come in bright
have a small quantity for cooking such as one, two or three. The charm course in prison accompany correct make-up; help instruct the inmates and I blues, reds and yellows, says
Pans or griddles used for started when the superintend- wardrobe cafe; personality de-!organize the program. When she e trade association of the na,panbroiling need not be sizzling ent, Miss Martha E Wheeler, velopments, with emphasis on:leaves, a Youngstown woman, tion's ceramic tile manufactur sprucing correct speech, grammar and a Iserving time for killing her husIhot. If heated, the meat will, noticed the need for
ers, which further -notes that
outlook. pleasing voice.
, band, will take over.
and
appearances
up
however, start cooking sooner
more than 250 colors, shapes
a saholfe. ceramic tile also
than if you use a cold pan.
ist thk club meinTape recorders are used in Bothinusld
But tax funds couldn't be
are
used for a charm school. Some;the speech training phase to bers should have the natural, andavailable.
It's important to pour off fat,
This Mother's Day, be a purse-matcher — give many years, a constant remind. as it accumulates or you willi
have a panfried product rather
Mom a leather bag with matching leather accessories. er of your affection.
than a panbroiled one.
.
sure to make off with the major share of her

1Primary Hues

Give Mom Leather Bag,
Matching Accessories

I

You're
, Durable yet lightweight, leath- Turning more than once is
thank-you's.
I er overnighters. weekenders, often recommended for even
purse
my
steals
"Who
Those well-known words,

steals trash," will never pass!
1 train cases a n d larger pieces cooking and attractive brown.
Mom's lips after receiving your there are a host of good•sized are available in a wide span of ing'
good-looking leather gift. She'll leather totes, satchels, pouches fashion shades. Travel alarm Should you cover or add
cherish any style in the new and shoulder-strap bags. Soft clocks in leather, suede sew. water? The answer's an em"no" for this would no
handbag collection, c rafted and spacious, these styles have elt.) rolls, soft leather folding phatic
be a dry heat methnd
longer
in
come
look,
casual
more
a
leather
colorful
creamy
from
, slippers and leathe_ passport
kinder these circumstances.
textures — grained and smooth such textures as grained waxy,i Ca ses--ave---4,4kier sure parent-f--.-----•
• leathers, genuine patent leath- brushed and smooth leathers.
I
pleasers.
safer, suedes, embossed and
fian leathers.
There are leather purse acSolve Your Problems
And coordinated bag bright- cessories aplenty too to add To add a discriminating touch
eners are available in the same extra impact to her Mother's to her desk or writing table,
With
a Small, Low Cost
luscious leathers. reports Leath- Day hag — french purses, wal- give her desk appointments in
lets. keycases. eyeglass cases,,
er Industries of America.
Real Estate Lean
cosmetic cases. cigarette-pack,rich-look ing leather — now in
'colors as subtle or high-fashoin
When choosing a handbag, holders and lighters.
60 Flat Monthly Payments
as she might wish.
always look for the black-andor,
handbag
new
a
Inside
Aperax.
gold "Genuine Leather" tag,
find leather pencil
Ms.
Cash Yost
your shopping insurance against alone, one or more of these! You'll
calPayments
Get—
imitations. Only leather has the handsome handbag toteablesj buckets, blotter holders.
pads, stamp dispensers,
a n d make a tasteful and practicallendar
$ 12.90
$ 500.00
suppleness, durability
sets and other items,
scissors
up
$1,000.00
,rzift•
to
add
t
$ 23.70
total
tha
beauty
many of them with gold tooling.
$ 34.50
$1,500.00
value.
There are many other leather- for a desk, table or chest, there
.5 45.50
$2,000.00
ly ways of saying "I love you" are stunning leather lamps.
S 56.20
12,500.00
This year. there are fresh to Mom on her day. A beaut
S110.82
$5,000.00
fashiou touches in every hand- ful pair of gloves in supple kia,' Also in the leather line-up for
are
a
pretty
Day
leathMother's
is
pig
or
bag style category — from doeskin, suede
Ite Wise! Choose
er jewelry cases, photo albums.
sporty to Sunday best. For dress hand-y thought.
p:cture frames and Fmk-ends.
wear, elegant leather pouches.
satchels, swagger hags and
Styles range from sporty
72 MADISON
envelopes boast brushed gold
and dressy 12-button or
shorties
hardware, double-leather texlonger lengths, to useful split
Dial JA 6-0637
tures, use of two or more colors,
or pigskin driving If you use your washing ma'leather
and straps of leather, chain.
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
gloves. (Gloves tucked into a chine for dyeing materials, put
bamboo or tortoise shell.
new purse is another smart a plastic bag over the lid of
"Ifs letter to
Though proportions generally ! tandem -gift idea.)
the washer to keep the splash
Sorrow At a tank"
are smaller, every hit of space
e,,from staining it.
Mother-on-the-mov
the
For
has been made useful and acwhether she travels extensively'
cessible with zippers, gussets,
just visits omweekends. there
or
compartments and soft conare many leather gifts. First on
structions.
the list, of course, is leather lugFor the lady who still likes a gage. Here is a practical pre-!
lot of ro-oo-m in her handbag, sent that will last her for many'

100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS

WAREHOUSE SALE! imEgEFRRAM.,
WHY PAY RETAIL PRICE—
WHEN YOU CAN BUY WHOLESALE!

$2495
YOUR CHOICE:

NEED MONEY?

LAY-AWAY or FirsANCING

THIS IS A RETAIL SALE!
DEALERS ARE WELCOME

F

INN CLAIRE INC.

PHONE
527-3619

14 NORTH MAIN ST.

OPEN
THURSDAY
TIL' 9 P.M.

State Savings Bank

Household Tip

BANK TELLER TRAINEES

JOIN THE

CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES

LNE
plea,
th* g454 INN Si rem
A,Sim Dow.Stag Wites ems 1.07
K..."need.Dry.ne MeetThe's
4,•4,•5 • otin reles•I•ne.
Jo.Pe IS boo Iseislee

IWO

•••• On isyokor

FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED
E IRA REFIESJOIMG
BECAUSE IT'S OREM
EXTRA DRY
CARLING 1111/E51iI4
CONIANY,
BELLEVILLE, ILLINOIS
•

11, a 0. Swilm.
lihroth, I**.* lin

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
SUITE 176

527-5508
4

AMEST ,
"TOURS
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WHIS1
2ncl, 3rd
CB
LU
,
-1st
COUNTRY
8:00 P.M.ALCY AVENUE
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SIIE
1979
Al-CY
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FOR
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rium
O
SPRING COR Gorden Audi to P.M•
Leyrnone
Iil 6
1966 - 4 ','es.
Presents
April 241
Walker,
Fraternity
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Phi
Mts. Mary Williams, Sect.
Guild
Psi
Ployers
Omega
LATE"
Sarnia
525-0785
'Tennessee State 'SEVER "TOO
Purdy
P.M•
Show
Joe
8:00
Broadway
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Please Coll Write Som e a t
9, 1966 -Auditorium
Moy
Colo CoWeekly
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Mon day High School
Pepsi
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Club
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Church or
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Kenosha Klansman 'Kwits'
KENOSHA, Wis. — (UPI) — The Titan of the Ku Klux
Klan here, Tony Michetti, 41, has announced his resignation
because harassment and the excessive demands of the job
were injuring his health.
He said he would remain active as a
state Klan and did not name a successor.

member of the

A Titan in the Klan hierarchy is usually the head of a
city area and is responsible to the state Grand Dragon. Wisconsin's Grand Dragon has been identified as David Harris
named for
of Waukesha. Titans have also reportedly been
Racine and Milwaukee, but they have not been identified.

HAVEN'T TRIED SMIRNOFF?
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?

PHYLLIS BROOKS

Phyllis Brooks To Be
Married In June
Rev. and Mrs. Phillip Embury Brooks of 384 Edith Avenue, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Miss Phyllis
Lolita Brooks to Willie Bernard
Kelley, son of Mrs. Donnie Kelley and the late Mr. Boyce
Kelley of Coldwater, Miss.

of Kappa Delta Pi, and serves
as organist gf.--'Ward Chapel,
A.M E. Church.
She is the granddaughter of
Mrs. Addie Brooks of Jackson,
Ttr.nessee and the late Rev. J.
B. Brooks.

JUGS WIN AWARD — Members of the Alpha Beta chapter
of the Alpha Pi Chi sorority cited the J-U-Gs for "humanitarian service to the community" during a benefit fashion
show held at the Ilotel Claridge recently, and accepting trophy from Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway, second from right,

is Mrs. Sarah Chandler, president of the I-U-Gs. At left is
Mrs. Thelma Davidson, president of the Alpha Beta chapter, and at left, Mrs. Susie P. Hightower, chairman of the
fashion show and educational director of the chapter. (Hooks

The bride-elect was graduatMr. Kelley was graduatedl
ed from Booker T. Washington
Mississippi Industrial labfrom
the
received
and
High School
Bros. Photo)
Bachelor of Arts degree from oratory High School and reof
Science
Fisk University in Nashville. ceived a Bachelor
degree from Mississippi IndusShe received the Master of trial College. Holly Springs,
Arts degree from Columbia Mississippi. He received t h e
University, New York, has done Master of Science degree from
post graduate work at Columbia Indiana University, BloomingUnited Press International
University, and the University ton, Ind. and is pursuing postUniIndiana
presently
at
studies
and
graduate
of Tennessee
(UPI) —
NEW YORK
A
she is employed by the Mem- versity. Presently, he is instruc- Oapjack started a noted mophis Board of Education i n tor of Military Science of NDCC
show!
picture director on a
!while watching a restaurant hitch-hiking and stealing rides returned to New York, finished
the Administrative Intexiiship at Booker T. Washington High tion
high school and entered show What! You haven't discovered Smirnoff with orange juice,
bakness career.
on freight trains.
School.
Program.
cook LET) qapjacks.
business as a schtlarshlp ap- with tomato juice, with 7-Up'in the Smirnoff Mule? Try a
Miss Brooks is a member of Mr. Kelley is the grandson Ralph Nelson, director of "Li- "It was back in the depres- "I spent a lot of that time prentice at the Provincet o w n
delicious Smirnoff drink. See what you've been missing..
—
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, of the late Mr. and Mrs. Fel- lies of the Field" and "Requiem sion days." recalls the bearded being arrested for vagrancy," (mass.
) Playhouse.
Memphis Education Association, bert House and Mr. and Mrs. for Heavyweight," says he deNelson. "I was standing i,n Nelson rememoers. "I don't The movie stars Sidney PolAlways ask for
Tennessee Education Associa- Milton Kelley of Coldwater, cided to go into show business
of a Washington. D.C., know exactly how many times ,
front
i.
AssociDennis
Mississipp
Garner,
James
tion, National Education
restaurant, broke and hungry, 1 was thrown in jail so I'd have tier.
ntirnOff
Weaver, Bill Trpvers and Swed
with m nose pressed againstl a plac to sleep...but I can tell
VODKA
ish ac+ress Bib: Anderssen. Neiin
18
states!
was
arrested
the
the window glass watching
son also has a small part in
ss°
you
It
leaves
breathle
chef toss flapjacks.
inspired thc film, playing a cavalry ofAfter his flapjack
W
MEUltiLat
ION
FL&
con
MARE
SAMAII014
wow.
511
GPAM
N I MO PROW WOW ISOM
"I decided that if I drooled "moment of decision, Nelson ficer.
•
enougi "no looke' hungry
enough . THAT was easy...
mayb they'd give me something to eat. My act must have
Members of the J-U-Gs were Magic of Silhouettes," "The Mrs. Elizabeth Stokley was worked."
of the Cocktail Hour,"
honored as "Humanitarians of Charm
hostess to the April meeting of Nelson says an old lady took
"The
and
Enchantment of EleBeta
Alpha
the
by
the Year"
the Elomistosa Bridge club at him into the restaurant a n d
gant Evenings."
chapter of the
her residence at 852 loka.
----bought him a meal, while anduring its annual Others featured on the prosorority
oth- r gave him a five-dollar
Katie
Mrs.
president,
The
Bathe
charity show held in
l gram were Robert Taylor, who
bill.
were
plans
charge,
linese Room of the Hotel rendered a solo: Zac,k High- McGuire in
"THESE ARE SOME OF THE REASONS WHY MORE AND MORE PEOPLE BUY AT ACE APPILIANCE"
recess
two-month
the
for
made
10.
April
Sunday,
Claridge on
"I decided for one perfortower, Jr . who presented an inLerecrst Shia Of I
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Mother, the Dunbar Social club, Pickett, first; M r s. Dorothy City, qui', high schoo! when he
e
observanc
The theme of the
many friends of the Alpha Ingram, second, and Mrs. Katie was 15, and for four months he
and
was "Spring Enchantments of
"bummed around the country,"
McGuire, third.
Fashions," and models included Beta chapter.
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the top of the eighth inning
when with one out and the
ibises full, he collared Hank
Aaron's lora drive and then,
with a spectacular throw to the
plate doubled up Atlanta pitcher
Denny Lemaster, who was trying to score from third.
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Jones earned his second ovation by rocketing a home run
Defenderl thing was going a little G,c*lover the left centerfield fence
NEW YORK —
to put the Mets ahead 2-1 in
Wire Service) — For five full good.
the bottom of the eighth.
nevmay
you
fellow
a
minutes,
a
11111111111111111111111By BILL UTI141
be
to
happen
you
Unless
er have heard of stood out
He could see all the headlines
a
The Boston Celtics failed to the 1965-66 all-Memphis Prep there in his right field position I real baseball buff, there's
now as he trotted out to right
and couldn't possibly imagine good ?.hance you never heard of field to start the ninth.
retire Arnold "Red" Auerbach'League basketball team with a
was happening to him. Cleon Jones Before.
this
Holiat the
thin( give Beantowners their banquet last week
Mets make history; win first
day Inn. General manager Jack
He tingled With happy excite- But for eight innings on openever on Jones' ,homer
opener
eighth straight National Basket- Maurer and sportscaster Randy
ment, his name was on the lips lag day, he was having the
throw."
great
and
nship
champio
ion
ball Associat
Warren also awarded Lloyd of practically everyone in the kind of a day all ball players
t
e
h
of
Lakers,.
Angeles
s
"Coach
the
William
Los
at
the
52,812
when
opening day crowd of
Good? Brother, he felt great.
dream about.
ed
and
trophy,
announc
Year"
silently
he
wall
and
the
Stadium
to
Shea
backs
if he was in seventh heaven.
their
As
with
This was his first major "I thought I was on my way,"
that in a school assembly at a prayed nothing would happen to
and facing sudden defeat after'
later date a plaque would pre- puncture the bubble in the league opener and already the he said. "Standing out there,
falling behind three games to sented to Carver in memory of half-inning remaining.
crowd had given him two stand- 1 felt it was a beautiful world.
one in the best four of seven Coach Calvin Halliburton who
ing ovations.
This was going to be our first
right
series, fought back to down the i guided the Cobras to the Prep Cleon Jones, rookie
just hoped nothing
park first! victory.
- fielder for the New York Mets, Everybody in the
celebrated Celts 121-117 last League crown before succumb had the gnawing feeling every- stood up and cheered him in'would go wrong.
Lt. Col. Regina! Crocker, professor of mili- Sunday afternoon' before a a..ing to a kidney ailment during
.MILITARY DAY AT TUSKEGEE — Milinl-auyp.
science, and Dr. L. H. Foster, pres- pacity crowd of 13,909 in gns.1 the heightf tournament ep
tary
Tuskeat
tary Day was observed recently
)Lester
and
platoon
y,
Compan
Garden.
school.
the
ton
ident of
gee Institute in Alabama, and seen here
Bottling Company sportmansquad drill competition was also part of the
reviewing joint assembly of Alimy and Air
Millions watched the exciting snip trophy.
s.
activitie
Military Day
Force ROTC cadets from moving jeep are
match on television. Both of
Bowthe Lakers' triumphs have, odd- Ed Hoskins and Altha
WUof
Charles
Melrose,
ers
on
and
on
TV
been
ly enough,
Willis
the Celtics' home floor. Bos. hams of Lester, George
,
ton, usually extremely hard to of Douglass, Jackie Robinson
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and
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Al
Henry
Garthe
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beat on video and
-Of
den, had hoped to end it all of Hamilton, Melvin Williams
a
d
n
d,
Johnson
Jerry
Bertran
and
fans
home
before the
launch defensive genius Bill George Taylor of Washington,
Russell on his player-coaching Frank Patillio and Herbert McNeil of Carver were presented
career.
silver basketballs. John BramEarlier in the week Auer- lett, star rookie linebacker with
bach, who holds two other P0- the Denver Broncos of the
sitions, general manager and American Football League, was
vice president with the Celtics guest speaker. The gathering
organization, announced that enjoyed highlights of the BronInvites Doctors, Lawyers, Teachers, Government
Russell had been named to cos' season which were shown
Employees, Factory Workers, Cooks, Truck Drivers,
succeed him as coach for next on color film.
20
season. "Red" felt after
Farmers, Domestic .Workers
HAWKS TO RETURN
years of coaching, which had
Owner Ben Kerner and Coach
netted him over 1,000 victories,
of the St. Louis
it was time to step down and Richie Guerin
press contingent
a
told
Hawks
offront
to
time
devote his full
last week that
Embers
the
at
fice duties. Big Bill first took
with the
pleased
well
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they
joke
a
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his Coach's
who
Hawks
the
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n
receptio
h
Auerbac
but when he learned
of their NBA leawas serious Russell accepted played eight
in the Mid-South
1
after pondering all the perils gue games
Coliseum this past season and
the lucrative post entails.
plan to return on December
Russell becomes the second 26th to play the first on nine
Negro to coach a top profes- games here.
sional team. It has been anal game is the
nounced that the ex-great col- The addition
league approval
the
of
result
of
ty
legian from the Universi
for' the Chicago'
San Francisco was the first of of a franchise
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more
No
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so
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Tenness
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cutive NAIA Tourney
Coliseum.
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late
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land Pipers in the now defunct
Guerin said that St. Louis
and at the officers' Dinner-Dance held at American Basketball League.
hold two rookie camps
would
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Come
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force that lifted a team that
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was known for its offensive BUTTER-FINGE
firepower and a line-up t h 1t DALLAS — (UP1') — QuarterExpense Paid Vacations-For Two
included Bill Sharman and Bob back Don Meredith of the Dallas
To Hawaii For 7 Days
Cousy to the most feared ag- Cowboys fumbled 16 times dur(UPI — gregation in pro basketball. ing the 1964 season to set a
CANTON, Ohio
er
The 1966 pro football Hall of Now that the bearded rebound negative National Football Leailresponsib
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have
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gue record.
deluxe
here,
held
be
will
Fame Festival
waiting
Sept. 15-17, but there will not be lity of a coach, fans are
can still give
a football game this year in to see if Russell
minute per48
l
masterfu
his
'conjunction with the event,
formances and handle the art "
A spokesman for the festival I of substituting at the proper
Melrose, said dates in August were con- times.
The annual "Arts Festival" B T Washington,
but were discarded aftsponsored by Beta Epsilon Ome-1Thomas Strickland and Calvin sidered
USF proion of the entire pro- K. C. Jones, another
analyzat
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Gray;
Richard
Locke,
teammate of Russell
ga Chapter of Alpha Kappa Al. Price;
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duct
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Brown,
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Sept.
since
year
assume the coaching job he
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Alvin Royal, Ted Willie Craft, be
Library, Lemoyne College.
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and Wayne Henderson, Doug
Cleveland Browns. There will Brandeis University for next
The purpose of this activity,
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o
t
was
tion,
munity apprecia
er possibly held off his
Kiondyke, Kenneth Knight; and The mayor's breakfast will playmak
a
promote more interest and conretirement to stay around for
„
cern on the part of parents and and crafts received from the kickoff the festivities Sept. 15 another campaign, as a perunusualwere
and the festival will reach its sonal favor to Russell.
adults in the creative ability. Cummings School
progress and achievement of el- ly good for elementary school climax Sept. 17 wtih the enementary and secondary school students with Dorothy Taylor's shrinement of -the Hall of Fame PREP CAGERS HONORED
ing. AnRadio station WLOK honored
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Carnation has been growing sports heroes (and other unusually healthy people) for more than sixty years.
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Melrose Grad
Gets 'Cap' At
Nursing School

DERBY WINNERS. . . At the Central District's Cub Scout Pinewood Derby held re•
cently in the LeMoyne College Gymnasium,
81 Cub Scouts, representing ii packs, raced
their miniature cars against competitors
vying for trophies awarded through the courtesy of Dotson's Sinclair Service Station and
T. H. Hayes and Sons Funeral Directors..
Pictured (from left) are Mr. James Harris,

judge; Mrs. Catherine Howell, D. M. P-ITS;
Cub Scout Kenneth Graham, 2nd place
faster car, (P-176); Cub Scout Timothy
Makle, 3rd place faster car, (P•194); Mrs.
Verna Jones, D. M. (P-194); Cub Scout Wesdell Harris, lit place best looking car, (P171); Miss Alice F. Harmon, D. M. (P-171);
Cub Scout Odell Banks, 1st place fastest car,
P 1714; and Mr. Charles Govan, judge.

THE LIGHTER SIDE

Wanted: Laws For
Girls' Protection

6w1c- eect

A young woman from Memphis, Miss Georgia McNeil, received her student nurse's cap
Friday, April 15, during t h e
capping ceremony at Chicago's
Provident Hospital and Training SchooL
The cap symbolizes the successful completion of her first
six months of study and, also,
her formal acceptance into the
school.
McNeil, who is treasurer of the school's freshman
, class and secretary of the Student Nurses' Christiau Fellowship, is a 1965 graduate of Mal1 rose !High school, and is the
; daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Savoy McNeil, of 828 Maywood
'St.
' Provident Hospital and its
School of Nursing were founded in 1891.

giletztedi
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST 5014 POPLAR (A: Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON

CRISCO

CHEF BOY-AR-DEE

3

2 LIMIT

Here's How New Tax 'Bite'
Will Eat Into Paychecks

WASHINGTON - Chances are, your paycheck will "loosel
a few pounds" starting May 1, when the federal government's
new withholding "diet" goes into effect.
Starting on that date, employers will revise employees pay
By DICK WEST
waterfall, rock outcroppings,' roll deductions depending on how much the worker earns.
bamboo screening and other
WASHINGTON - (UPI) - jungle decor.
Basically it goes like this: single workers earning more
The problem of men discrimi- The pool has been pictured as than $50 per week can expect leaner pay envelopes. Ditto for
nating against women in the a place where off-duty bunny married men earning more than $140 a week, who also have
matter of jobs has been pretty girls cavort in the nude, or two children.
thereabouts. My friend, howwell solved by the federal Equal ever, got a different impresOn the other hand, if your earnings are less than those
Employment Act.
sion.
amounts, your paycheck will be fatter.
Now all we need to do is fig- The grotto-like setting conWhy? The reason is that Congress has adopted a new sysure out some way to keep wom- vinced him he had found the
up
en from discriminating against 'lace where old bunnies go to tem of payroll withholding. Actually taxes aren't going
die.
it only appears that way.
each other.
This
notion,
fanciful
which
he
Instead, people will get onto more of a pay-as-you-go basis
What we are up against is the
attributed to watching too many
harsh fact that some women jungle movies on television, with the tax collector. Taxes withheld from paychecks will
are younger and better looking started him to wondering what come closer to what people actually owe at the end of the year.
than others. Which obviously is happens when a bunny is exiled
This will mean either smaller final payments or smaller
discriminatory on their part.
by Playboy.
refunds. The government estimates that 21,000,000 people will
If pretty young girls would "There probably is some sort
final tax bill.
voluntarily refrain from exer- of ceremony," be said. "Let us now come within $10 of their
cising this advantage in the la- say that a bunny commits some
The old system required employers to withhold a flat 14 per
bor marked, everything would offense, like getting too chubby,
taxes will be withheld at six different rates, rangbe hunky-dory. Instead, they in- or Is caught reading Esquire. , cent, but now
sist on making the most of it. "The bunnies march in, wear- ing from 14 to 30 per cent - depending on how much you earn.
As a consequence, it appears ing their P yboy uniforms.
Here's how much will be withheld from some typical weekthat other measures are neces- There is a ruffle of drums and ly paychecks under the new payroll withholding system comsary to protect the rights ef the bunny who is being cashiered steps forward three paces. pared to what's been withheld under the old system:
their less fortunate sisters.
"Hefner ceremoniously draws
MARRIED, 2 CHILDREN
SINGLE
In New York recently, a mem- his scissors and snips off her
New
Old
New
Old
ber of the State Commission fuzz' tail. Then they all turn Pay
0
$
for Human Rights faulted the their backs and file out."
$ 0
$ 1.10
$ 1.90
$ 25
policy of airlines that arbitrari0
0
5.20
5.30
50
ly retire their stewardesses at
2.40
3.30
9.30
75
8.70
indications
All
a certain age.
6.50
7.20
are that the commission will en14.10
12.60
100
dorse his findings and hold the
10.30
10.70
19.10
16.10
125
airlines guilty of discrimination. DUBLIN - (UPI) - A 3614.701
14.50
24.60
19.90
year-old Irish Republican was 150
Not long ago I had a talk sentenced to six months in jail
18.10
17.30
28.60
22.70
175
with an author who had written on assault charges stemming
23.20
20.80
26.2)
35.80
200
Magasome stories for Playboy
01:11___A violent clash between
26.70
24 30
zine an was rewarded- With a police and Irish extremists in
29.70
audience with Hugh Hefner, front of Dublin's historic post
32.70
27.80
49.80
33.20
250
bead of the Playboy empire.
office.
36.70
31.30
36.70
55.20
Belfast 275
42.70
34.80
This gave him a chancP to Robert McKnight of
64.80
64.20
he 300
46.70
inspect Hefner's Chicago man- was jailed on charges that
38.30
70.80
43.70
325
.
S
sion including the indoor pool assaulted a police superinten- 350
52.70
41.80
79.80
47.20
with its tropical vegetation, dent during the clash.

Irishman Jailed
After A Clash

226

Photographed in Kentucky at the Old Taylor Distillery

SPAGHETTI
WITH CHEESE

Lb.
Can

ROSE DALE

S.

40 Oz. Can

PEACHES

89,

LIMIT 4

29

For

29 Oz.
HI-C Frozen Orange Breakfast

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

DRINK
LIMIT

BIRDSEYE FROZEN

44For

PEAS-CUT CORN-PEAS &
CARROTS-CHOPPED or LEAF
SPINACH

ROBIN HOOD

FLOUR
PRE-SIFTED

5Lb.49

10 Oz. Pkg.

6For89'

Bag

SOFT EX

TISSUE

89'
LE
WHIP
MIRAC
TUNA 3.89s'
53
SUGAR

4 Roll
Pkg.

For

KRAFT

BREAST O'CHICKEN

Light Meat 61/2 oz.
Chunk Style
3 LIMIT

Why did Colonel Taylor
make his Bourbon in a castle?

DOMINO Or
GODCHAUX

In 1887, Colonel Edmund H. Taylor, Jr.,
----I set out to find a special kind
1 of water to make Bourbon with:
! limestone spring water.
This water has a
unique flavor-a tantalizing
taste that it takes on as it
bubbles up through limestone groundrock.
He found a perfect spring
near Frankfort, Kentucky. And
next to that spring, he built his
distillery. Built it to last...in
the form of a castle made
of the very limestone
that was to give his water
its intriguing flavor.
Does the Colonel's
castle make a better Bourbon? Try
Old Taylor...and taste for yourself.

j

,s'
,f4ieotooce•*
'Mb

E.
7
IL

5

FRED MONTESI

DOMINO OR GODCHAUX SUGAR
Lb. 1
Bag

Bag r

O

With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, •xcluding
valve of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and
tobacco also •xcluded in compliance with •tote low).
On* coupon per cushirnor. Coupon •orpiroli,Wodnosday,
Noon, May 4.

M1K

-FRED NiONTESI

WA, r

DUNCAN HINES

CAKE MIX
18 Oz TOTAL LIMIT 3

38

Everything's old fashioned
about Old Taylor-except
the people who drink it!
r
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON NRII$KIv. $41 PROOF. THE OLD ThrLOR D4STILLERY CO

Qt

For

RANK

c

..-•,
urtimo' roloorr•rY,Kartrroeu4i •
Y

SHOW BOAT

PORK LQ.& BEANS,
LIMIT

141
2 Oz.
/

10For89c
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New Gemini Yette Speaks During
Liftoff Set
Banquet At Tuskegee
For May 17

ips
YWCA Seeks Membersh
,

Lawkence Coe, member
The Sarah Brown Branch of
The Young Women's Christian of the Memphis Board of EdAssociation is in the start of ucation will address the meetTUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala.!den Laboratories was to cite the
Year" in
its annual membership enroll- ing using the theme of the
— Mr. Samuel F. Yette, special "Teacher of the
Veterinary
of
School
Tuskegee's
0E0
to
rights
ment campaign. Volunteer week — "Invest In Yourself."
civil
for
Houston — assistant
CENTER,
SPACE
national
year's
this
of
Theme
of
Medicine.
leadership
the
deunder
workers
Director Sargent Shriver,
(UPI) — Gemini 9 astronauts
Mrs. Geneva Williams, Mem• week emphasized again that to
livered an address for the
Eugene
and
Stafford
P.
Thomas
bership Chairman are contact- meet the demands of today's
American Veterinary Medical
A. Ceruan plan to blast off May
ing women in the community world, young women want to
Association banquet at Tuskegee
17 on a,cosmic voyage that will
encouraging them to join this be aware and want to make
on Saturday, April 23.
Institute
another
with
include 1: chase
international movement of wom- the kind of personal investment
was the first diYette
Mr.
satellite, a spacewalk and a
that will help them develop
en and girls.
Tuskegee Institute's
of
rector
spacea
of
rescue
make-believe
their interests and skills.
Information Bureau, a position
Mrs. Williams pointed out In
man stranded in orbit.
the YWCA, Miss Rosa Rothat the YWCA is a volunteer binson, chairman of the Sarah
he held for more than two years.
announcThe launch date was
AVMA Banquet is sponsorThe
organization at work in 7 5 Brown Branch, YWCA, pointed
ed officially ye..terday by the
the student chapter at
by
countries around the world; in- out, girls and women find the
ed
Manned
agency's
space
federal
Institute.
Tuskegee
cluding 5500 locations in the opportunity not only to broaden
Spacecraft Center near HousU. S. A. She added that lo- their friendships within the
to confirm a report carried Before appointment to his curton
cally and nationally, about 195,rent assignment, Mr. Yette was
by UPI three weeks ago.
community, but to be part of
000 volunteers carry official re3alding command pilot Staf- executive officer of 0E0's pubmemberwhose
organization
an
sponsibility for the work of the
ford, bidding to become the first lic affairs division. Other govship circles the globe.
organization.
astronaut to make two trips in- ernmental posts held by Mr.
on
Committee
the
of
Members
left, are Mrs. Narcissa Jones, longtime comVolunteer recruiters working
. . . MemCOMMITTEE
MEMBERSHIP
s
a
to space in less than six months, Yette include executive secreserve
Administration will
Mrs. Maggie T. Ball,'new an rookie copilot Cernan hope tary and information officer of
member;
mittee
in the campaign are inviting
Brown
Sarah
the
of
chairman
bership
and will be assisted
girls and women of all races, hostesses
recruiter; and Mrs. Geneva Williams, mem- to spend three days in orbit re- the Peace Corps.
Branch YWCA gives instructions to a new
of the Hospitality
members
by
backeconomic
and
creeds
bership chairman.
from
Pictured,
committee.
the
on
worker
writing the record books for Mr. Yette is a professional
grounds to participate w I th, Club.
chases and spacewalks. journalist and has served on the
space
them in the YWCA by joining
Stafford, 35, and Cernan, 32, staff of the Dayton (Ohio)
now.
moved into the pilot slots for Journal Herald, the Afro-AmeriMrs. Addie Owen, Branch
Gemini 9 when the original as- can and Ebony. He holds degrees
SAMUEL YETI'S
Executive Director stated that
tronauts for the flight, Elliot from Tennessee A di I and Inthe YWCA of the U. S. A.. as
Universities.
See and Charles Bassett, were diana
a pioneering organization in the n..en
killed in the crash of a jet train- Chattanooga, Tenn, Mayor
/
"
-r
Ir
"
adapted
movement,
interracial
er
at St. Louis, Mo., last Feb- Ralph Kelley presented Mr.
(Up!)
—
an interracial charter in 1946. WOODLAWN, Md.
Yette a Key to the City during
ruary.
Mrs. Owen, joined by her as- Four persons were arrested
the schedule for 1964 and named him Ambas- Roquefort-flavored spread is
of
uch
'
brew200
women
and
about
Sunday when
sociates urges the
YORK — Richmond i of special political considcra- conducted by the House Judi- Gemini 9 reads like the flight sador of Good Will. Mr. Yette good on bacon, lettuce and toNEW
ciary Committee, strong legisgirls of Memphis to take a ling teen-agers threw rocks at Flowers, Attorney General of tions.
the voyage is a native of Harriamn. Tenn. mato sandwiches. For one sandWoodlawn Alabama, charged the U.S. Jus- "My request was interpreted lation might have resulted from plait f3r Gemini 8,
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Household Tip

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly?

Classified Ads

TEETHING PAIN

THAN'S

LOAN UFFICE

ora-jei

a

the
ROCK of
GIBRALTAR
of the
JAZZ WORLD!

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO.

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

from STOCKHOLM to JAPAN
from LONDON to HONOLULU
from the EAST COAST of the U.S.
to the WEST COAST...
BASIE IS THE FINEST

NS CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
WHIR!' FOLKS I./Kf YOU
GIT PREFERWII•i
SIRVICf"

!
Have Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Lleeased and Banded
CA LL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
_PM. FA 74033

GENERAL ADMISSION

TICKETS
The Coupon At Right May Be Exchanged At
Any Pic-Pac Food Store For A $1.00 General
Admission Ticket As Stated - One Ticket Per
Coupon

COUNT BASIE
At Memphis Coliseum
Sunday May 8th, 3 p.m.
m.o.,

this coupon and MOO add,tional purchas•, tobacco, fresh and Crayon dairy products and prescription Department •xcluded. Onfi limit pifr family. Expires noon May 7th.

Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

JA 64450

The Tri-State Defender goes on sale
Thursday of each week at the following location
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150

ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans

JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Ave.
452-3101
Speedy Delivery
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
272-3112
Free Delivery

SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLerriore
948-4576
Pres. & Del. Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 526-9727
Ptescriptions & Drugs

BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
324-9126

L & H SUNDRY
142 Silverage

COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College

McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance

STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & Del. Service

CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance

MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.

SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida

DAVIS REXALL DRUGS
1550 Netherwood at
S. Willett

MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks

SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood

EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
GEORGE WALKER'S
1101 Firestone

SEE — HEAR

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY

BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.

25C OFFER

EPSTEIN

.

LOAN OFFICE

162-164-161 HALE ST.

BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea

COUNT BASIE and his world fornoi.os orchestra - Fronk Sinatra says, "Th. Count gets better with age & his music
is ageless:. Judy Garland says, —One of the finest musicians of our tim• of any other time." Tony Bennett says,
"Wherever Basie shows up to ploy everything in the world becomiss music."

6-spo

NEWS

GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324-9322

NEWS MART
Magazines &Newspapers
All Out of Town
Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & D11. Service

JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.

POST OFFICE BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG
209 Beale

HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemore

PRESCOTT DRUG
1430 S. Bellevue

JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lak• Rd.

ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes

#2

TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A
303 Vance

SUNDRY

TWO SISTER'S FOODSHOP
2401 Eldridge
458-9878
Good Foods
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave.

WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGON
251 E. McLemore

WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920

